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Chapter One:

Introduction

Ellen Glasgow (1873-1945) is recognized as a Southern writer
who chose her native state Virginia for the background of her major
novelso

She is consid ered by many to be one of the leading women

wri ters of the modern period in American literature.

It is to this

time period that I wish to relate Glasgow and four of her major
novels:

_ i
_ f
_ _e (1932), _V_e_i_n _o_f
Barren Ground (1925), The _S_h_e_l_t_e_r_e_d L

.!!:.Qg (1935), and In This Our Life (1941).

Because Glasgow was a

Southerner and also a realist, her novels contain a myriad collection
of characters and incidents that depict all of life.

For this reason,

the reader must consider the fact that such a writer will not romanti
ciz e and select only the pleasant aspect of life.

On the contrary,

Glasgow gives a rather startling view of the South, its traditions, and
its people.

In her autobiography fl Certain Measure she says, "

0

0

•

it

was my original intention to depict such aspects of the Southern scene
as I had actually known, and to avoid the romantic delusion, so pre
valent in fiction at the turn of the century, that the South was inhab
ited exclusively by aristocrats and picturesque Negroes, who afforded

1
what used to be called 'comic relief' in the novel."

The reader, then,

is introduced to many characters as he encounters the South as Glasg ow
knew it 0

Her South seems real to the reader as he meets idiots, al

coholics, beautiful women, black servants, rich old men, invalids,
cripples, and others.
By studying such characters as the ones found in Glasgow's novels,
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the reader discovers that very few are truly flawless or ideal.

It is

ironic that the very people in our society that we accept as "normal"
human beings are the very people who appear somehow distorted, once the
reader considers these characters' values, behavior, and attitudes.

The

most beautiful woman, for example, in one of Glasgow's novels has become
simply an object, an idol.
and lost.

Her identity or her personality is ignored

To make the reader aware of today's society and how uncivil

ized people really are to each other, Glasgow has skillfully created a
number of flawed and grotesque characters.
To call Glasgow a writer of the grotesque is misleading in many
respects for that term often suggests the bizarre and absurd.

However,

if the reader keeps certain traits of the grotesque in mind, he discovers
that the term is appropriate for several characters and situations that
occur in these four novels.

Glasgow is not usually grouped with the

writers of the Southern grotesque, who include William Faulkner, Carson
McCullers, Flannery O'Connor, Robert Penn Warren, Truman Capote, and
Erskine Caldwell.

In addition, if one agrees with Miles Donald, who

states that the novelist Ellen Glasgow "suspected that [Faulkner's] rend
ering of the South was souped up in order to correspond with the North's

morbid and prurient curiosity, and is simply grotesque,112 then Glasgow
would probably not use the term "grotesque" to describe her own work.

Yet, the grotesque does exist in her work; but it is subtle and far less
vulgar than that found in the works of many writers who followed her.
For this reason, then, she serves as a bridge that connects such writers
as Joel Chandler Harris and Mary Johnston with William Faulkner, Thomas
Wolfe, Truman Capote, and others.

As Julius R. Raper says, "Ellen

Glasgow's Barren Ground (1925) stands squarely in the doorway through
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which the tradition of southern writing passes from the often barren

past into its fruitful modern period.113

In order to label a character or situation grotesque, the reader
needs to determine what the grotesque is, why it is used, and how the
writer presents this concept.

According to Alfred Appel, "The grotesque

is characterized by the distortion of the external world, by the de
scription of human beings in nonhuman terms, and by the displacement we

associate with dreams.114

All three of these elements exist in the four

selected works of Ellen Glasgow, beginning, of course, with Barren Ground,
whose main character is Dorinda Oakley, a woman who is called an "auto
maton" by the end of the novel.

The displacement associated with dreams

is quite obvious in T h e Sheltered Life as General David Archbald day
dreams frequently throughout the novel as well as exists in a "dreamy"
present world.

In addition, Appel states that "The grotesque is a

heightened realism, reminiscent of caricature, but going beyond it to
create a fantastic realism or realistic fantasy that evokes pathos and
terror

. . . . 115

This concept is most applicable to Aunt Etta in The

Sheltered Life, Toby Waters in Vein of Iron, and Lavinia Timberlake in

In This Our Life.
--------

Thus the very basic ideas behind the grotesque do

apply to these four Glasgow novels.
To heighten this presence of flawed and grotesque characters, Glasgow
places her characters in the everyday world, in the routine, and among
the ordinary.

As Appel points out, "The impact of the grotesque depends

on a sense of the familiar, for what Nathanael West called the 'truly
monstrous' resides not in the supernatural and the bizarre, but in our
• 11 6 Glasgow presents characters who
ordinary, everyday lives • • •
have to deal with daily routines, such as running the farm, milking,
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being a wife, being a mother or father, having illegitimate children,
coping with rejection, fear, and poverty.

She knew that there was a

struggle to survive because there are "destructive forces of nature and
of civilization o 117

To avoid these elements is to avoid reality, as she

felt too many had already done, especially in the South

0

Living in the South allowed Glasgow to see the whole spectrum of
life.

In a letter to Edwin M ims (July 1, 1935) Glasgow explains:

"I

have tried from the beginning to write truthfully and sincerely, to
interpr et life as I� it and have found it to be.

Even in the years

when only fiction in fancy dress (costume novels) could find readers,
I looked always to throw off the falseness and the sentimentality which
made most Southern history and the general Southern attitude of mind so
untrue to itselfo11 8

Her South reveals much about life in general, and

she as a Southern writer somehow perceives life far better than other
writers.

Many writers and critics feel that being a Southerner permits

one to have special insights concerning lifeo

According to Flannery

O'Connor, this insight exists because "we have had our Fall.

We have

gone into the modern world with an inburnt knowledge of human limitations
and with a sense of mystery which could not have developed in our first
state of innocence--as it has not sufficiently developed in the rest of
our country."9

Thus there is a purpose for the use of the grotesque in

literature, for it allows the reader the opportunity to see that man is
not perfect o
If a writer only presents the world as he thinks or wishes it to
be, he is not seeing the entire human being or the "whole man."

Glasgow

felt the need to portray the world in her fiction as she knew it, both
good and bad.

This meant that the beautiful woman and the town idiot,
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"freak" as O'Connor calls it, had to be dealt with realisticall
y.

Ac-

cording to O'Connor, "To be able to recognize a freak, you have to have
some conception of the whole man

• • [I]t is when the freak can be

sensed as a figure for our essential displacement that he attains some

depth in literature.1110

This idea itself explains why Ellen Glasgow did

not write purely outlandish stories of the grotesque alone--the flawed,
grotesque or freakish character would lose its meaning and would become
simply a means for selling sensational literature.

Glasgow apparently

feared that this sensationalism was already taking place in American
literature, for in a letter written to Edwin Mims (March 28, 1936), she
asks, "who cares for quality nowadays • • • • Violence commands both
literature and life, and violence is always crude and distorted.

Yet the

whole outside world • • • prefers apparently to believe that the American
horror-mongers portray the beginning and the end of the American scene. 11 11
To go from a romanticized version of the South to a grossly perverted one
was not ber idea of meaningful literature.
The South, then, provides Glasgow with her proper setting, characters,
and situations or experiences to creat,e meaningful yet grotesque char
acters.

There are reasons, of course, as to why the South once again

serves this purpose.

As the reader will soon discover, Glasgow makes full

use of these Southern characteristics that aid in the production of the
grote sque.

According to William Van O'Connor, "Perhaps the South has pro

duced more than its share of the grotesque • • • • Some of the reasons
are clear enough; the old agriculture system depleted the land and poverty
breeds abnormality; in many cases people were living with a code that was
no longer applicable, and this meant a detachment from reali ty and loss
of vitality."12

These very ideas are reflected in Glasgow's novels as

6

Dorinda Oakley struggles to revive barren farmland in Barren Ground and
as the Archbalds and Birdsongs fail to deal with the real, present world
in The Sheltered Life.

In addition, Glasgow apparently saw an unhealthy

or decadent environment in the South, for in another letter to Edwin Mims
(October 4, 1939), she says, "No one who has not lived in the South can
possibly realize the joy that one feels in New England cleanliness.

No

waste paper, no offensive billboards, no refuse heaps, no unsightly trash
by the readside.

And, best of all, no miserable ill-treated animals •

. . .

Cert ainly, the Maine people have many advantages over us Southerners.
They are independent and thrifty and self-respecting.
places neat, even the poorest.1113

They keep their

The reader, of course, discovers that

this concept is clearly reflected in the home of Jason Greylock in Barren
Ground.
Glasgow then gave the reader characters who represented her real
world.

They were not all beautiful women and hadsome men who lived in

large, comfortable, clean homes.

Glasgow saw the ugly (the grotesque)

and said that this is a very real part of life.

Man is ugly at times

and is very uncivilized, as Glasgow points out in a letter concerning
the Northerners after the Civil War:
they had civilized us as well. 11114

"'If only when they conquered us,
This idea is reinforced by William

V. O'Connor, who says that the writer of the grotesque sees that "civil
ization is no longer an expression of natural law.1115

In the four novels

selected for this paper, the reader learns that Glasgow frequently,
through the use of her characters, pointed out many of the flaws of society.
Those characters who appear acceptable and established in society are the
very ones who possess the greatest flaws and are the ones who are truly
grotesque in the final analysis.

Those who are the usual outcasts of
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society are the very ones who appear the most real and most worthy of our
respect"

This is especially true of the idiot Toby Waters in Vein of

Iron and the black characters Memoria in The Sheltered Life, Aunt
Mehitable and Fluvanna in Barren Ground, and Minerva and Parry Clay in
In This Our Life.
With these ideas in mind, I shall attempt to show how and why Ellen
Glasgow used her characters to reveal certain values of society and our
so-called civilized world.

Applying the above principles of the gro

tesque and contrasting a number of characters in each novel reveal that
the flawed, weak, or grotesque characters serve a vital function.

In

Barren Ground, Dorinda Oakley will be the primary character who is con
trasted with those around her and who appears nonhuman in many respects 0
In The Sheltered Life, the reader

will discover the world associated

with dreams through such main characters as General David Archbald and
his granddaughter Jenny Blairo

The distortion of the external world is

revealed in both Vein of Iron and In This Our Life.

In the former char

acters like Ada Fincastle and her father John become outcasts in their
society due to misplaced values and misunderstandings.

In the latter

novel, Asa Timberlake and Parry Clay become enslaved by those distorted
characters around them.

Glasgow's world is indeed made real through the

use of flawed and grotesque characters.

Chapter Two:

Barren Ground

Barren Ground, which appeared in 1925, is an excellent example of
how a writer subtly introduces the idea of the grotesque by presenting
the main character as a person who becomes dehumanized as the novel pro
gresses a

The setting of the novel is realistic and depicts a rather

familiar world, that of the farmer.

Dorinda Oakley's family and many

of those around her must struggle to survive in this world of rugged
farmland.

Only those who fight and become progressive will endure and

conquer the land o

It is often among the very familiar routine of daily

life that one encounters the distorted and grotesque.

At the same time,

several flawed characters serve as a means to reveal the character of
Dorinda Oakley.
Barren Ground is basically the story of Dorinda Oakley, who at the
age of twenty falls in love with young Jason Greylock, a physician who
has returned from New York City to Pedlar's Mill to take care of his
alcoholic father 0

The novel spans approximately thirty years, beginning

with 1894, in an area located between Richmond, Virginia, and Washington.
After her betrayal by Jason, Dorinda devotes her remaining years, her
love, and energy to the barren land around hero

It is with this idea

in mind that I shall show how Dorinda, a woman of tremendous potential
for love, becomes a machine and a hardened individual"

She may have been

undefeated by the land, and she may have fought when others gave up, but
she becomes something less than human.

As Blair Rouse states, "Dorinda

has sustained a wound which makes her triumph less than complete�"l
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In order to determine that the grotesque exists in this novel,
the reader must first understand and distinguish the concept from that
of the Gothic.

This distinction needs to be made because many readers

immediately perceive Glasgow's use of what appears to be the Gothic mode
in Barren Ground.

There are indeed those scenes, conditions, and even

characters who seem to be used for what Nathanael West calls "special
effects."

The reader, however, needs to realize that Glasgow is not

trying to be simply dramatic or romantic as she presents Dorinda Oakley
and her world.

Dorinda appears as a real person who must struggle to

survive.
Many times in the novel the reader senses the power of the elements
and the supernatural as Dorinda encounters Aunt Mehitable, Old Jason
Greylock, the storm, and the house at Five Oaks.

There is something

overpowering and threatening in these events and encounters.

However,

they serve not merely to entertain the reader, but to test Dorinda and
prepare her for what lies ahead.

For example, as Dorinda approaches

Aunt Mehitable's cabin, "there was a mutter of thunder in the clouds
0

0

0

0

A mood is set which seems appropriate for Dorinda's visit and

the discovery that something is wrong concerning her relationship with
Jason.

Aunt Mehitable appears supernatural, for "with her psychic powers,

which were a natural endowment, she combined a dramatic gift that was
not uncommon among earlier generations of negroes" (p. 139).

Once

Aunt Mehitable announces that she knows that Dorinda is pregnant, some
thing Dorinda doesn't realize or at least doesn't want to admit, Dorinda
first is "bewildered" and then "In the illumination of that instant a
hundred mysteries were made plain • • • " (pp. 141-42).
Although the scene has certain basic elements of the Gothic, Glasgow
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really shows the distortions of the real world of her characters and
how man is easily swept up into mystery, or the supernatural, if he
dramatizes his world o

The character of Dorinda brings all into per

spective and reveals Glasgow's use of the grotesque as Dorinda is de
scribed:

"Swift and savage, animal terror clutched at her heart" (p 0 142).

An important factor is once again stressed here--Dorinda's loss of true
human feelings, of love, compassion, and reality.

Her fears overcome

her and she begins her suppression of real, physical love throughout
her life.

It is Aunt Mehitable, then, who sees thing,as they really

are while Dorinda distorts them or refuses to accept certain aspects of
The narrator describes the following scene with Dorinda and

life"

Aunt Mehitable:
The magnetic force emanating from the old negress enveloped
the girl, and she abandoned herself to it as to a mysterious
and terrible current of wisdom o How did Aunt Mehitable know
things before other people? she wondered" She shivered in
the warm air, and laid her head on the wizened shoulder. (p. 141)
Although Dorinda promises to return to Aunt Mehitable, she never seeks
the old woman's advice, something which might have saved Dorinda in the
long run.

Aunt Mehitable, like Dilsey in Faulkner's The Sound and the

Fury, sees more than the whites who exist around her.
that "William Faulkner's Dilsey

Rouse points our

• would have found a sister in Aunt

Mehitable of Barren Ground in wisdom and enduring character."3
Glasgow also uses the storm and Old Jason Greylock to create what
first appears Gothic to the reader, but then can be perceived as grotesque.
The reader is told that "Suddenly, without nearer warning, the storm
broke.

A streak of white fire split the sky, and the tattered clouds

darkened to an angry purple • • • " (p. 144).

Dorinda turns to Five
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Oaks for shelter from the storm"

She senses that it is "deserted," thus

creating what seems like the typical Gothic background.

To continue this

Gothic mood, Glasgow introduces the character Old Jason"

Dorinda "heard

a shuffling step in the hall behind her, and looking hastily over her
shoulder, saw the figure of the old man blocking the doorway
Then he lurched toward her, peering out of the gloom" (p. 146)"

Both

character and setting seem perfect for a tale of terror and mystery, yet
the reader is kept in touch with reality as Dorinda, rather than being
terrified by a stranger, looks curiously "at the home of her lover"
(po 145) 0
Dorinda's thoughts are "to make things look different" because this
house will be hers soon, or so she thinkso

She is not terrified nor does

she wish to run as she looks at the mess, the grotesque upkeep or lack of
it 0

The narrator describes what Dorinda sees:
A rivulet of muddy water was pouring round the corner of the
house, wearing a channel in the gravelled walk, which was
littered with rubbish. Beside the porch there was a gia:i.t box
bush, beneath which several bedraggled white turkeys had taken
" she glanced about her at the refuse that over
shelter
flowed from the hallo The porch looked as if it had not been
swept for years. (p. 145)
O

•

"

Since Dorinda is very practical, her "fingers 'itched,' as she said to
herself, to clean up the place and make it tidy without and within"
(p

O

145)

0

Through this distortion Glasgow subtly allows the reader to observe
decadence, ruin, and "confusion" as Dorinda calls it.

As Linda Wagner

says, "The chaos and filth of the Greylocks' place is more sinister than
the omnipresent blur of the broomsedge • • • • 114

If the nature of the

characters is reflected in their surroundings, then the Greylocks are
decadent and destined for ruino

In the midst of all the storm and the
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filth, Dorinda discovers from Old Jason that his son has gone to New York
to marry Geneva Ellgood, a local girl whom Dorinda has known all her life.
As a result of this news, Dorinda becomes confused and feels that her life
is ruined.

Her world seems unreal, like a dream:
It was like a nightmare, the dark, gliunnering room, with
its dust and cobwebs, the sinister old man before the blue
flames of the pine knots, the slanting rain over the box-bush,
the pattering sound on the roof, and the thunderbolts which
crashed near by and died away in the distance. Even her body
felt numb, as if she were asleep, and her feet, when she rose
took a step forward, seemed to be walking on nothing. It was
just as if she knew it was not real • • • • (p. 150)

Dorinda's world is grotesque as that term is defined by Appel, for Dorinda's
world has become distorted and like a dream, "a nightmare" in fact.
In addition, Five Oaks is a grotesque version of the typical Southern
mansion that supposedly existed in the South.

Cleverly, Glasgow shows a

house that appears haunted and supernatural, but is actually a house
filled with lazy, unclean, indifferent people, who merely exist in the
world.

Glasgow clearly feels that having a purpose in one's connnunity

is important.

Old Jason was at one time the physician of Pedlar's Mill,

but now he wastes his life away, drinking and fathering mulatto babies.
Blair Rouse explains how Glasgow remains a very realistic writer and lays
the foundation for future writers as she portrays the world of the Greylocks:
The Greylocks, father and son, are decadent aristocrats
who exhibit the weaknesses of their class • • • • The scenes at
'Five Oaks,' involving the old doctor and his brood of mulatto
children begotten on the yellow girl who lives with him, may
compare with the work of William Faulkner or Erskine Caldwell
for depiction of human degradation and surrender to sensual
satisfactions for their own sake. But this phase of the life
of these people is not overdone as it is in some Southern
wr1.. t·1.ng • • • • 5
Once young Jason Greylock returns to settle here in this grotesque house
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with Geneva, he, too, is doomed to a life of waste.
Similarly, Glasgow uses Dorinda's family and home earlier in the
novel to reveal something about the Oakleys:
The narrow donner-windows stared like small blinking eyes, shy
and furtive, down on the square Georgian porch, on the flagged
walk bordered by stunted boxwood, on the giant lilac bushes
which had thriven upon neglect, and on the ruined lawn with its
dead branches and its thicket of unmown weeds. (p. 57)
Like the house, Dorinda is neglected, ruined, and crippled by a "stunted"
love.

Yet this house and its land become her one true love in life.

As

Linda Wagner points out, "The land--rather, her power over it--becomes
Dorinda's center.116
If the reader continues to look at Glasgow's characters, both major
and minor, he will find the harsh realities presented through grotesque
and flawed characters.

First, Dorinda's family members reveal a dis

tortion of mother-father, child-parent, brother-sister relationships.
Because of her grotesque environment, Dorinda becomes a person ridden
with fears and hesitations.
Dorinda 1 s parents, Eudora and Joshua Oakley, have instilled rather
unpleasant memories in Dorinda's mind.
wild in one way or another.

Both are pictured as being rather

They are described at times as being some

thing other than human beings.

Mrs. Oakley suffers from a "religious

depression" that people believe makes her '" not quite right in her mind "'
(p. 38).

She would toil all day and "then lay sleepless for hours because

of the jerking of her nerves" (p. 39).

According to the narrator, Dorinda

"had sometimes felt that the greatest cross in her life was her mother's
morbid unselfishness.

Even her nagging--and she nagged at them contin

ually--was easier to bear" (p. 46).

To Dorinda and to the reader,
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Mrs. Oakley is a large bundle of electrically charged nerves.
Joshua Oakley possesses his peculiarities as well.

Dorinda sees

her father as a "big, humble, slow-witted man, who ate and drank like a
horse, with loud munching noises" (p. 40).

He, too, in some respects

seems not of the normal, civilized people, for he resembles the "pictures
of John the Baptist."

In addition the reader is told that "From beneath

his shaggy hair his large brown eyes were bright and wistful with the
melancholy that lurks in the eyes of cripples or of suffering animals.
He was a dumb plodding creature who had as little share in the family
life as had the horses, Dan and Beersheba • • • " (p. 40).

Joshua Oakley

seems more like a "patient and willing" horse to his daughter Dorinda.
As Alfred Appel explains, "If artists and writers of the grotesque often
render human beings in animal-like form • • • it is because too often our
status seems subhuman, our lives shaped by dehumanizing forces beyond
our contro1.117
Oakley and land.

Glasgow uses this concept in her treatment of Joshua
He is not only an animal, but also an enslaved one:

"All his life he had been a slave to the land, harnessed to the elemental
forces, struggling inarticulately against the blight of poverty and the
barrenness of the soil" (p. 40).
Just as her mother had done, Dorinda's father has formed in his
daughter's mind an unpleasant, grotesque impression.

The reader is told,

"The first time Dorinda remembered his taking her on his knee, the strong
smell of his jeans overalls had frightened her to tears • • • • His image
was embalmed in that stale odour of the farm as in a preserving fluid"
(p. 41).

As a result of Dorinda's reaction to him and his "odour,"

Joshua Oakley "had never tried to lift her again."

Thus Dorinda lacks

a true authority figure in her life: in fact, Julius Raper comments that
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Dorinda's "original fascination with Jason betrays her need for a father,
a man of ideas and authority able to give her life direction.118
Finally, within Dorinda's family exists the distortion of mother
Mrs. Oakley and her younger son Rufus destroy each other, perhaps

love.

not in the extreme sense that Jason Compson and Mrs. Compson in The Sound
and the Fury do but still in a tragic and what Dorinda calls "wasteful"
manner.

The reader is told that "Mother love was a wonderful thing • • •

a wonderful and a ruinous thing�

It was mother love that had helped to

make Rufus the mortal failure he was, and it was mother love that was
now accepting, as a sacrifice, the results of this failure" (p. 324).
Life is over for Mrs. Oakley once she covers for Rufus, who had killed
a young man.

According to Linda Wagner, "Mrs. Oakley never recovers from

the shock of Rufus' crime, and from her own betrayal of basic moral values.
Her love for her son has cost her both integrity and life. 119
These characters, then, aid in the understanding and development of
Dorinda Oakley.

Even though they are "flat," they have, in Appel's terms

"been pushed to extremes" and thus have "become representative, objecti
fying the complex fears and compulsions that constrict the heart. 111 °
this reason he considers such characters grotesque.

For

Dorinda, however,

embodies these fears and compulsions, for she finds that she is unlike
other women and cannot love and feel as many do.

At one point she says,

"'I suppose I'm different from other women .

• I may have lost feeling,

or else it was left out of me when I was born."

Dorinda i s very capable

of love and passion, but because of Jason's betrayal, she refuses to
permit herself to love again.

Dorinda appears somewhat selfish as she

declares that "There's something deep down in me that I value more than
love or happiness or anything outside myself.

It may be only pride, but
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it comes first of all" (p. 325).

As Linda Wagner points out, "For all

its dedication, Dorinda's life after Jason's betrayal is not exemplary,
however, for much of it is prompted by bitterness.

Glasgow shows clearly

that fear and resentment have tempered Dorinda's insistence that work is

11
al1- important."

Jason Greylock is Dorinda's only real link with love, passion, or
any other real feelings. Dorinda begins to die once Jason disappoints
She cannot feel much for anyone but herself throughout the re

her o

mainder of the novel, although many find her attractive and desire to
be near her 0

Jason is not the man she wants him to be; however, before

the betrayal she seems to overlook his flaws and to hint that he may be
like his father 0

Once Dorinda sees that "His fresh colour had faded; his

clothes were rumpled as if he had lain down in them; and while she walked
toward him, she imagined fancifully that his face was like a drowned
thing in solitude" (p o 62) o

This seems a rather unpleasant and grotesque

description for the man Dorinda believes she has fallen in love with.
Later,

Dorinda associates pain and unhappiness with her relationship to

Jason, for she "was in the thick of life, and the thick of life meant
not peace but a sword in the heart" (pp. 69-70)0

Dorinda and her love

at this point are very unrealistic, and she is almost as bad as Jason
here in that she cannot accept pain and disappointment.
After Dorinda finally gives into Jason and then loses him, she refuses
all intimate relationships.

A major theme throughout the novel is that

life does have its problems, its disappointments, its pain, and to deny
them is an unrealistice view of the world.

In addition, to deny or refuse

love, in order to avoid these issues, is tragico

Where Dorinda once

decided to fall in love with young Jason and to dream of being his wife,
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she now has become numb and insensitive, not allowing anyone to "touch"
her body or soul.

Early in the novel she felt "that she was caught like

a mouse in the trap of life" (p. 57).

A few year after the breakup with

Jason and her trip to New York and the return to the farm, Jason tries
to talk and reason with Dorinda.
to give in.
what he does.

However, she refuses to confront him,

She tells Jason that she no longer cares about his life or
Jason tells her, "'You're hard, Dorinda, as hard as a

stone'" (p. 308).
The similes of a mouse and a stone are only two of the inhuman and
grotesque descriptions concerning the nature of Dorinda Oakley, a woman
who is attractive, still young, and full of life.

However, she becomes

"hard" and "uncaring," and because of this distortion of life and love,
she is startled when the family doctor informs her that her mother has
been dying for twenty years.

Dorinda is in this crucial scene described

in rather graphic terms:
Her eyes were stony while she watched him mount into his
buggy and turn the horse's head toward the gate. The wheels
spun over the rocks and out into the road, as if they were re
volving over the ice in her heart. Would nothing thaw the
frozen lake that enveloped her being? Would she never again
become living and human? The old sense of the hollowness of
reality had revived. Though she knew it was her mother of
whom they had been speaking, the words awoke only echoes in
her thoughts. She longed with all her sould to suffer acutely;
yet she could feel nothing within this colourless void in which
she was imprisoned. (pp. 340-41)
Dorinda is no longer a feeling human being.

How can she be?

used to describe her vividly illustrate this:
"frozen," "hollowness," and feeling "nothing."

The terms

"stony" eyes, "ice't and
It is easy to see how

E. Stanley Godbold arrives at.the statement that Dorinda is "a mechanized
human being totally drained of humanity.1112
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Many other references are made throughout the novel about Dorinda's
unnatural responses to life and love.

Her marriage to Nathan Pedlar alone

is absurd in that in the nearly ten years of being wed to one another,
they never consunnnate their marriage o

As a matter of fact, Dorinda never

realizes how valuable Nathan is to her fully as a person until he is dead.
Still, she is unable to feel, to grieve.
farm and her adviser.

He is only the caretaker of her

Dorinda does question herself at Nathan's funeral:

"Could it be that she alone had failed to recognize the beauty of his
character beneath his inappropriate surface?

Had she alone misunderstood

and belittled him in her mind?" (p. 455)0
Three characters remain who serve vital functions in the contrast
and development of Dorinda Oakley.

One is the black servant and companion

Fluvanna; another, John Abner, Nathan's youngest son; and finally, Geneva
Ellgood, Jason's insane wife.

Fluvanna serves as one of the few characters

who see Dorinda as she really is and who receives the trust and compan
ionship that should have gone to Nathan.

John Abner is "Jason" to

Dorinda in many respects; he is her misplaced love.

Geneva Ellgood is

in many ways Dorinda Oakley without her reasoning, complete control, and
strong will.

Through her use of these characters, Ellen Glasgow forces

the reader to see the emptiness and cruelty of Dorinda.
It is Dorinda's servant and companion Fluvanna who reveals the
reality of the situation and the unfruitfulness of Nathan and Dorinda's
marriage.

After the wedding ceremony, Fluvanna comments, '"I declare I

couldn't help feelin' all the time that I was baking a cake for a corpse "'
(p. 379).

She had previously connnented on the drabness of such an oc

casion as the one Dorinda and Nathan have just experienced:

"'I don't

see,' she concluded in a fault-finding tone, 'why anybody wanted to have
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a poky wedding like this.
lively'" (p. 378).

There ain't even a fiddle to make things

Here Fluvanna plainly demonstrates the unusualness of

the affair and serves as an excellent contrast for Dorinda.

Fluvanna

believes that there should be excitement, music, a wedding cake, and
breaks from the routine.

She is disturbed and puzzled by Dorinda's

complete indifference to her own wedding.
Fluvanna, like Aunt Mehitable, recognizes and accepts the world as
it is.

In addition, Fluvanna becomes Dorinda's confidante and one who

knows most of her secrets.

Once again one would expect such a role to

be assumed by the husband or lover, but this is not the case for Dorinda.
Most young women during their years of youth and beauty seek the attention
and favor of men.

Dorinda, however, spent hers "with the coloured woman

with whom she lived.

She had prophesied long ago that Fluvanna would be

a comfort to her, and the prophecy was completely fulfilled."

They were

no longer "mistress and maid" but were like "relatives" who "trusted each
other without discretion and without reserve • • • • Dorinda .
sincerely attached to her servant" (p. 349).

was

While such trust and de

votion are admirable, still this relationship is a distortion of what
one would expect from a woman as attractive and desirable as Dorinda .
John Abner, in turn, becomes Dorinda's "surrogate" lover.

What

seems like a true love and af f ec tion for a man who is young enouth to
be Dorinda's son turns into what some may call a grotesque version of
love.

John Abner possesses a clubfoot, acquired at birth.

He is a "freakrr

by society's standards; and although attempts have been made to correct
his deformity, he is forced to carry it with him.
ironic concept of love develops:

It is here that an

Dorinda is drawn.to a person with a

distortion, an error on nature's part.

The narrator says, "The one human
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emotion left in Dorinda's heart ••• was her affection for Rose Emily's
boy, John Abner •••• [S]he preferred lame ducks to well ones
(pp. 350-51).

"

Dorinda is apparently drawn to the imperfect and expects

or wants to change it.

The narrator explains that years before she had

insisted that Nathan have the foot fixed, but when no improvements re
sulted, "she had insisted that he should have John Abner's shoes made
from measurements" (p. 35 1 ).
Frequently, Dorinda sees Jason whenever she looks at John Abner.

On

one such occasion,
He was standing in front of the fire •••• His features,
seen in profile against the firelight, reminded her of Jason.
John Abner was not really like him, she knew; but there were
traits in every man, tricks of expression, of gesture, of
movement, which brought Jason to life again in her thoughts.
(p. 425)

According to Julius Raper, "John Abner's deformity seems also to mirror
what has become of lDorinda's] capacity for love.11 1 3 In the final stages
of the story it is as if Dorinda accepts John Abner as her partner for
life, for they are more like spouses than mother and stepson.

Dorinda

chooses John Abner for a variety of reasons, which in some respects seem
negative:
Because of the very defects of his qualities, John Abner suited
her. It was true that his companionship had its imperfections;
but she would not have exchanged his sullen reticence for the
golden fluency of the new minister at Pedlar's Mill. Her step
son's personality was attractive to her, for he gave an im
pression of inexhaustible strength in reserve; and in the matter
of disposition he influenced her less as an example than as
a warning, which, after all, she reflected, was the kind of
influence she needed. (p. 493)
Dorinda speaks of being contented and growing old together if John Abner
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does not marry, which appears highly improbable because of his reluctance
to socialize because of the clubfoot.

There is something rather haunting

about the conclusion of the novel as she and John Abner stand in front
of the house.

She tells him to "'Bear with my fancies now • • • • When

I am gone, both farms will be yours"' (p. 526).

It seems that Dorinda

has completely resigned herself to the farm and a life with her stepson
in spite of the fact that she can marry again at her desire.

She is

content to live with a stepson who reminds her of a lost and tragic love
as opposed to sharing her life with someone who is willing to be her
husband.
Geneva Ellgood is cleverly used as a grotesque example of an overly
passionate and "hysterical" portrayal of Dorinda.

There is such a di

chotomy of characterization here; yet it is ironic that the two have some
There is obviously a difference in social background

traits in connnon.

since Geneva's father was '" the richest man anywhar about,"' according
to the seamstress Miss Seena (p. 71).

Dorinda's family, however, was

not as well off, as the narrator explains in the introductory chapter:
"The Oakleys • • • were 'land poor"' (p. 4).
trasts with Dorinda in looks.

In addition, Geneva con

Geneva "was a plain girl, with a long nose,

eyes the colour of malaga grapes, and a sallow skin which had the greenish
tinge of anaemia" (p. 72).

Dorinda, who is not considered "beautiful,"

does have a "fine dark head • • • heavy eyebrows and the clear stern line
of • • • features
Geneva"'- (p. 20).

•

0

•

•

II

According to Miss Seena she is '"·prettier than

A major difference is that Geneva wins the position or

title of wife to young Jason.

This event, however, proves fatal for both

women, since Geneva goes mad and Dorinda becomes hard and unfeeling.
The two women have much in common, however.

Both desire Jason's
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love and both are barren as a result o

Dorinda, though, could have given

Jason a child if he had not betrayed her o
result of an accident when in New York.

She lost the child as the
Dorinda has then experienced

carrying a part of Jason, which is a symbol of their passion.

Geneva

never experiences this, either because Jason resents the forced marriage
by the Ellgoods or because he is now impotent.

Also, Geneva and Dorinda

have made sacrifices concerning their expectations.

On one occasion

Geneva appears before Dorinda in a field of broomsedge and begins to
talk "in a rambling, excited manner about her marriage and how blissfully
happy they both were.

'Not that we shouldn't like a child,' she had con

tinued with a grimace which had begun as a smile, 'but we can't expect
to have everything, and we are blissfully happy.

Blissfully happy�' she

had screamed out suddenly in her high, cracked voice" (p. 353).

This

episode reveals such an ironic twist, for Dorinda says throughout the
novel as she conditions herself that she can't have everything and that
she must learn to live without happiness o

Perhaps if the two characters

could have merged, then their extreme natures would have counteracted and
would have created a more complete being.
By the end of the novel the real waste and destruction are most
visible in Dorinda's view of Jason and the narrator's description of
Dorinda 0

Dorinda finally agrees to take the drunken, consumption-ridden

Jason into her home to care for him.
which overwhelms her.

She sees him as some nonhuman force

Some months before Jason dies, Dorinda observes

him as "a tree when the sap has dried, with the brittle ashen-brown leaves
still clinging to the boughs" (p. 368).

Then, a few weeks prior to his

death, Dorinda goes to his house to prepare him for the transfer to her
home and discovers that he "lay straight and stiff under the quilts, and
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above the variegated pattern his features protruded, shrivelled, inani
mate expressionless, like the face of a munnny that would crumble to dust
at a touch."

The real Jason was gone, for he had been "drained" of all

"human intelligence" (p. 503).
at this point she is a machine:

In some ways, Dorinda is no better because
"Like an automaton, she followed them;

like an automaton she stepped into the car and took her place by Jason's
side on the back seat" (p. 504).

Both Jason and Dorinda have wasted

their lives in a true sense of the word:

Jason became totally useless

as a doctor, and Dorinda became totally unreceptive to love.
While Dorinda Oakley may appear victorious to many readers, I find
her rather tragic because she has so much to offer, and has so much
potential for love.

Instead, she allows resentment and bitterness to

overpower her love for human beings and misplaces or misdirects her love.
Dorinda may have all that farmland (Old Farm, Five Oaks, and Nathan's
property), but she has no real love to share with anyone.

Carl Van Doren

has pointed out that "Ellen Glasgow was surprised when her book was
thought by the men who read it to be a story of personal triumph.

She

herself, and her women readers, thought of it as a story of tragic
failure.11 14
Dorinda Oakley is really the barren ground.

She is grotesque in

that she becomes something that is not real, not human.
feels she is in a dream or a world void of all feelings.

Too often Dorinda
After Jason's

death Dorinda experiences what seems unreal and part of a dream:
Ghosts.

Dreams.

Regrets.

Old vibrations that were incomplete" (p. 5 1 9).

Later that same night Dorinda feels that "Time was nothing.
nothing" (p. 523).
grotesque.

"Faces.

Reality was

Dorinda and her world are distorted; they have become

As Appel explains, "The infinite possibilities of the dream
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inform the grotesque at every turn, suspending the laws of proportion and
symmetry; our deepest promptings are projected into the details of the
scene--inscape as landscape.1115

Glasgow gives us a character who is not

healthy and who lacks much as a full human being.

It is Fluvanna once

again who points out the reality of the situation, for she senses that
Dorinda is "ill enough to have the doctor sunnnoned" (p. 522).

Thus, it

is not the practical Dorinda who views and accepts reality; it is society's
outcast, the black servant Fluvanna.
in these four works by Glasgow.

This same technique appears often

Chapter Three:

The Sheltered Life

In her novel The Sheltered Life (1932) Ellen Glasgow creates a world
that is one continuous dream that ends in a nightmare.

Nowhere in the

novel does any one character truly exist in the real world except perhaps
Memoria, a black woman who has become George Birdsong's mistress.

By

society's standards she is an outcast, but ironically, she is the most
realistic character in the novel.

As the divisions in the book indicate,

all other characters are either living in "The Age of Make-Believe," in
"The Deep Past," or as part of "The Illusion."

According to Julius

Raper, "The Sheltered Life is Glasgow's most intense drama of deceptions
• • • the way minds sheltered from reality develop habits of self-deception that, in this case, lead to tragedy."

1

Regardless of their ages,

both young and old long to "see" life differently from what it really is.
In Queenborough exist two families, the Archbalds and the Birdsongs,
who live in a world that seems unreal to modern society and that is too
sheltered for Jenny Blair Archbald.

The reader discovers from the very

beginning that something ugly and evil will invade the lives and world
of these two families.

It is only from the awful stench of Queenborough's

industrial section and from the red-rimmed eyes of Etta Archbald that
anyone is reminded of life's ugliness and truth.

It is through the

characterization of Memoria that Glasgow allows the reader to see the
real world and that goodness, honesty, and cleanliness exist where one
least expects them.
The Sheltered Life is a vivid story centered on the marriage and
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relationships of George and Eva Birdsong, a handsome and seemingly ro
mantic couple who, at the beginning of the story, have been married
twelve years.

Into the picture enters young Jenny Blair Archbald, a

child of nine, who creates her world of make-believe. Approximately
eight years later, she still wants her world as she pretends it to be
and refuses to believe that she can hurt anyone.

General David Archbald,

Jenny Blair's grandfather and dear friend of George and Eva, cannot cope
with reality and as a result witnesses much tragedy.
Jenny Blair is introduced to the reader on the first page of the
novel.

She believes she is totally different from all others and is

thus removed from many realities.

Jenny Blair does not appear to care

what others really think of her as she moves through life.

She believes

that what others experience cannot possibly happen to her.

The narrator

says, "From the warm mother-of-pearl vagueness within, a fragment of
personality detached itself, wove a faint pattern of thought, and would
gradually harden into a shell over her mind."2

Jenny Blair is deter

mined to seek and have what she wants in life.

Unfortunately, what she

wants is George Birdsong, who is already a married and much older man of
the world.

It is with this childish enchantment and refusal to see what

she is doing that Jenny Blair brings destruction and sorrow to those
around her.

According to Blair Rouse, "For Jenny Blair and those dearest

to her, the innocence and self-centered existence of childhood become
in her ripening young womanhood the sources of mortal danger.11 3
In this world dominated by women, several of the characters are
trapped and decline to live in a "modern world" that is more sophisti
cated.

All the characters are so sheltered, so innocent.

Jenny Blair's

mother, Cora Archbald, is no exception. Cora is aware of the harsh
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realities, such as George Birdsong's infidelity and Etta's strange form
of "love"; but she tries to hide them or to pretend she doesn't know
anything, especially in Jenny Blair's presence o

She doesn't want to

confront the real world, so she remains with her father-in-law as a
devoted but "sheltered" daughter:

"Gradually, while the sheltered life

closed in about her, she had retreated into the smiling region of phantasy.
With much patience, she had acquired the capacity to believe anything
and nothing" (p 0 19).

It is because of this attitude that Jenny Blair

dwells in her own world even though she knows a very different one exists 0
Like her mother, Jenny Blair can make her world enchanting:
hard, she shut her eyes tight and opened them quickly o

"Breathing

This was magic

to make the world more surprising; and enchantment worked immediately
o'' (po 4)o
This idea of enchantment and illusions is overwhelming in the novel.
Ellen Glasgow gives the reader characters who appear flawless and charming
but who are actually distorted forms of reality.

However, those who are

"flawed" or made outcasts by society have a better grasp on their world
than those who appear normal or flawless.

Innocence is made grotesque.

The standards that require a woman to remain sheltered and innocent and
always protected have proved useless and destructiveo

According to C.

Hugh Holman, "This tradition creates a way of life at a price that is
extreme 1y h.1.gh. ,,

4

To understand Jenny Blair better one must survey those who surround
her.

Of primary importance is Eva Birdsong, who really is the center of

this world 0

It seems that everyone worships her; at least those encount

ered in the novel do.

Early in the novel the reader learns that the

moment Eva Birdsong arrives, everyone runs to see her:

"'Jenny Blair�'
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her mother called in an excited tone.

'Jenny Blair, do you wish to see

Mrs. Birdsong in her new violet toque?"' (p. 14). Eva is beyond reality
in one respect, for she seems flawless to all those around her.

As the

narrator says,
Mrs. Birdsong was one of those celebrated beauties who, if
they still exist, have ceased to be celebrated. Tall, slender,
royal in carriage, hers was that perfect loveliness which made
the hearts of old men flutter and miss a beat when she ap
proached them. Everything about her was flowing, and everything
flowed divinely. Her figure curved and melted and curved again
in the queenly style of the period; her bronze hair rippled
over a head so faultless that its proper setting was allegory;
her eyes were so radiant in colour that they had been compared
by a Victorian poet to bluebirds flying. (p. 15)
Here is a truly beautiful woman, but she is too beautiful and too good
to be true.

Eva, ironically, becomes her own problem as well as George's.

She perhaps unintentionally ruins General Archbald since he adores her
and what she represents.

Eva is a distortion of reality in the truest

sense for she becomes an idol, not a real person.
she is an image.

To all Queenborough

George states at one point, "'I've seen plenty of women,

but I've never known one that could compare with her"' (p. 160).

Earlier

the reader discovers that "so long as Mrs. Birdsong remained, Washington
Street might decline, but it could not be entirely stripped of its ele
gance."

Again she is described as something other than a real person:

She "had been a famous beauty in the eighteen nineties" and in 1906 was
"still regarded less as a woman than as a memorable occasion."

Her

beauty supposedly "delayed wedding processions" and "retarded a funeral"
(p. 6).

Naturally, she strikes one as the ideal beauty and woman to imitate.

Eva has an effect on all.

However, she is false; her marriage is a

farce, and she can endure only so long.

She, also, must confront reality.
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Everyone considers Eva married to a man "unworthy of her."
perfect for George; she is too much.

She is too

He cries out to General Archbald

"It was all too big for me, that was the

as Eva leaves for surgery:

trouble, what she is, what she feels, what she thinks, what she expects-
everything" (p. 18 5 ).

This ideal, chivalric code demands a great deal

from basic human beings.

"Society's precepts reach past human endurance.

No person could become the ideal that society demands for its women,"5
as Linda Wagner points out.
Because of appearances, Eva also becomes a victim.

She must live

up to everyone's expectations, and she must face what George really is.
As Glasgow proves, these are overwhelming.

Eva is placed higher on her

pedestal because she continues to love and adore George in spite of his
obvious weaknesses.

Is her behavior wise?

Eva; is she fair to herself?
of those around her?

Are people being fair to

Or does Eva like being the beautiful idol

Does she take advantage of her position?

If so,

then she is a grotesque version of the goddess of love and beauty.

Ac

cording to General Archbald, "Eva must have waited for George in disap
pointment, when by staying at home, by sacrificing some trivial inclina
tion, he might have made her perfectly happy."

General

A rc h ba l d

feels that George is unfair and perhaps mean in treating Eva, his idol
as well, as he does.

He continues, "Yet now, when she was beyond his

power to help • • • [George] insisted upon making this savage display of
grief.

The truth is, however much we disguise it, that a Red Indian

lurks in every man we call civilized.
of us • • • " (p. 186).

There is cruelty in the last one

Being the ideal beauty and the perfect wife is

too much for Eva as well and is best sununed up by the young John Welch,
Eva's relative:

"That is a part, the larger part probably, of the
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trouble.

Think what it must have cost her to keep up being an ideal for

more than twenty years�

You may talk about keeping up socially, but it

doesn't touch the effort of keeping up emotionally" (p. 199).
The reader, however, discovers that Eva is aware of her own mis
fortunes:

"Thinking herself alone in the street, unaware of the row of

admiring spectators, Mrs. Birdsong had permitted her well-trained muscles
to relax for a moment, while her brilliance suddenly flickered out, as
if the sunshine had faded" (p. 16).

Eva is like a beautiful figurine

that becomes shattered by the end of the story.

It seems that Eva feels

obligated to remain beautiful and that everyone expects her to remain
beautiful and composed.

Eva represents that exterior beauty that mankind

seeks in the world, the beauty that conceals all the ugliness that crouches
in the corners of reality.

Perhaps the narrator best sums it up:

"What

Mrs. Birdsong meant to W-enny Blair] ••• was order, beauty, perfection,
an unattainable ideal of living" (p. 266).
The concept of love is distorted by both Eva and Jenny Blair, espe
cially when considering George.

As a child Eva sees George rescue Memoria,

a Negro who has become George's mistress.

Eva's view of George is that

of the handsome prince or the knight in shining armor.

He is her hero:

"'I fell in love with George then, and I never got over it.
thing I really loved him for was his courage.
quality •••"' (p. 147).

I think the

Courage has a lasting

Love for Eva is really "'courage and finality,

and facing the end and all the emptiness that is life"' (p. 148).

Jenny

Blair like Eva falls "in love" with George when she is a child, but her
love is not one of courage and endurance.
physical reaction.

Her love is pure passion, a

Jenny Blair also witnesses a meeting between Memoria

and George which is for entirely different reasons.

George has spent the
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afternoon with his "coloured mistress" rather than going to his office.
Because of a skating accident, Jenny Blair ends up in Memoria's home for
comfort and first-aid.

However, this is her initiation into the world

of passion and "physical" encounters.

Upon recovering from her faint

ness, she experiences the "touch" of George Birdsong.

She thinks, "Never

had he looked so fresh and ruddy and hard and vigorous

." (p. 40).

George is at home here; he is comfortable and relaxed.

The reader is

told that there is "physical exuberance, of vital well-being" in
George.

Jenny has been told nice people do not walk on Canal Street and

is puzzled as to why George is in the home of a black woman.

Thus begins

the secret as well as the passion between George and Jenny Blair.
Both Jenny Blair and Eva Birdsong become distortions of love:
Jenny Blair simply arouses the animal passion in George, while Eva re
presents some ideal form beyond his grasp.

Eva is the object of beauty,
Linda

and Jenny Blair is George's wi1d creature he must "sport" with.

Wagner says that "[I] t is Eva • • • who becomes the epitome of the wasted

woman--protection turned to destruction, happiness to tragedy.116

She

adds, however, that "It is Jenny Blair--innocence and youth--who embraces

the wayward husband.117

There are other characters who must deal with life and face its
realities.

By looking at General Archbald, Aunt Etta, and John Welch,

the reader sees the grotesque come to to life in this novel.

General

Archbald shields Jenny Blair from the world and aids in her pretense,
while Aunt Etta and John Welch force both General Archbald and Jenny
Blair to confront reality from time to time.
General Archbald resembles that kind, old Southern gentleman who
adores the ladies and sips mint juleps on the veranda.

He is "a man of
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means according to the modest standards of the nineteenth century, which
meant that he was sufficiently well off to provide for his only son's
widrn and child, as well as two unmarried daughters and the usual number
of indigent cousins and aunts" (p. 18).

In addition "At seventy-five,

he was a tall, spare, very erect old man, with features carved into nobility
by tragic experience."

Unlike

Un c l e Wi lli a m Fitzroy who material

izes in a later novel, In This Our Life, General Archbald is seen as
a more kindly gentleman who protects rather than chases the lovely women
around him.

H owever, he lapses into deep thoughts and longs for another

way of life, another civilization.

General Archbald knows where and what

the realities are but shoves them aside, hoping they'll go away:
clock was set too far back, or, perhaps, too far ahead.

"The

But he could not

make himself feel as the people about him felt; he could not bring himself
to believe the things they believe�• (p. 24).
Throughout the novel, the reader senses that General Archbald exists
in a dream world in order to struggle from one day to another.
he felt, was "slowly strangled by life.
grasp of appearances" (p. 26).

Everything,

By life, and by the suffocating

The reader finds General Archbald a man

who has had sorrows and great desappointments, but a man who willingly
avoids the real issues that signal danger.

He grieves for Eva and feels

sorry for George, but he doesn't stop Jenny Blair's involvement with George
which he apparently senses at times.
The General's ability to avoid the ugliness in life is revealed
through his reaction to the bad smell from the factories.
asks him, '"Did you know the bad smell had come back?"'

Jenny Blair
Her grandfather

says, "'Yes, I know, my child, but there's nothing to be done about that.
Already it has gone, hasn't it?"' (p. 31).

It seems that the General
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chooses his ugliness when it is convenient or believes that if a person
pretends the ugliness is something else, it will go away.
of the novel, he reflects on his past:

In Part II

"He could remember when Queen

borough had the charm of a village; but now, wherever he looked he found
ugliness" (p o 106) 0

Yet later, when the horrible odor is discussed again,

Archbald replies, "'I've never been positive
imagination • •

o

• that it isn't mere

• I'm never able to detect it.

Not more than once or

twice, anyway, and then only for a minute or so'" (p. 236).

It is with

this same attitude that General Archbald approaches his daughter Etta
and Jenny Blair o
Etta Archbald is truly grotesque in all respects and is one of
those "ugly" facts of life:

"Her eyes were usually red, for she cried

often, while her family looked on in silent compassion, without knowing
in the least what to do o

She had come into the world as a mistake of

nature, defeated before she was born

0

" (p o 17).

Since she is not

at all appealing, Etta certainly is not a model for Jenny Blair.

In

addition she reads French novels, and according to Jenny Blair, "Aunt
Etta's education had been the sort that included the misunderstood
tongues" (p o 37).

Her knowledge of profanity suits her since she is a

direct correlation to the ugliness in life.
beauty and even love, just as Eva is.
one without love o
I want o

Etta is a distortion of

She "fears" a life of emptiness and

She cries out to Jenny Blair's mother that "'It is all

It is the only thing in the world I want�"' (p. 63).

Etta, like

the foul odor, is not pleasant and must be somehow ignored or overlooked.
On one such occasion after a hectic day with Eva Birdsong, the General
says, '"I remembered that I'd forgotten to ask about Etta"'(p. 174) 0
In fact, Etta is a torture to her father.

She is such an unpleasant

sight to him that he has no real desire to look upon her at all.

The
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reader is told, "In one way, at least, she was closer to him than Jenny
Blair; but it was a way that made him long to look somewhere else, that
depressed him unbearable • • • • so Etta revived
and a defeated side of his nature."

in the flesh another

Etta is the cold, startling truth

and reality of her father's world--all that had gone wrong.

She "embodied

all those harsh and thorny realities from which he had tried in vain to
escape" (p. 176).

General Archbald wants a world that is dreamy and

and beautiful, without the hurts, pains, and ''harsW' realities.
Yet Etta serves a valuable purpose in this novel, for she is a
constant reminder of all that is unpleasant.

As Frederick McDowell says,

"Etta, the General's soured and defeated daughter, suffers from a genteel
nymphomania which, because she is homely, she has no chance to satisfy
she resents the fact that the Old South made outcasts of those
women who lacked charm.118

She must be dealt with, for she is real.

She

will not go away; and to assume or pretend she is not distressing is
dishonest and in some ways destructive.

In addition, she symbolizes

all that Jenny Blair desires not to be.

Etta is "disappointment" and

neither her father nor Jenny Blair wishes to deal with it.

General Archbald

"had closed the door on ineffectual pity, and she had opened it wide.

He

had hardened himself against desire that is impotent, and she wore the
living shape of it whenever he 1ook d

th r" (p. 176). The r ader needs to

recall Flannery O'Connor's statement and her concern with the fact that
the "whole man" (or woman) must be dealt with in life in ord r to b
realistic.

One cannot have only the Eva Birdsongs; the Ettas exist also.

Jenny Blair, then, is trapped between the world of beauty (Eva) and
the world of ugliness or disappointment (Etta).

Etta is just as un

attractive as Eva is beautiful to Jenny Blair:

"Her long sallow face,
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with its opaque expression and imperfect teeth, was like a waxen mask
which concealed every change of thought, every wandering gleam of in
telligence.

The jagged streaks from a menthol pencil had left a yellow

stain on her forehead .

0

•

•

•

The reader discovers later that she is

II

"scarcely more appealing than some heartless caricature of-feminine charms"
(p. 176).

Etta is obviously a grotesque version of the beautiful woman,,

she is that flawed beingo

Etta, like Toby Waters in Vein of Iron, is

the grotesque made visibleo

As Philip Thomson has pointed out, "cr]he

grotesque has a strong affinity with the physically abnormal."9
A character who appears more realistic than the others in the novel
is John Welch, Eva's cousin who has grown up in her homeo

He is familiar

with Eva and George's world and their marriage, and for this reason he
frequently calls General Archbald's attention to the fact that George
is unworthy of Eva's love, attention, or time.

John senses that some

horrible event lies ahead because of George and his behavior toward Eva.
He tells General Archbald, "

0

•

•

when the best in a man pulls one way

and everything else pulls another way, the only end is catastrophe" (p. 199).
According to Blair Rouse, John Welch "symbolizes a new generation which
rejects the shams of the older and assumes a more realistic attitude • •
he sees through Jenny's shallow, superficial self, and she cannot endure
his awareness.11 10

In spite of his more genuine attitude, he, too,

"adores" Eva and in the end aids in the pretense that Eva really didn't
kill George.
To create what Alfred Appel calls "heightened realism," Glasgow
uses two very stark images in The Sheltered�.

One is the nothingness

of Jenny Blair, and the other is the image created by the use of eyes or
certain looks.

Both concepts exist from the very beginning of the novel
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and are emphasized throughout.

Jenny Blair, in fact, becomes more gro-

tesque as the novel progresses because of her being "nothing" and meaning
"nothing."

The use of the eyes reinforces the ideas that things are not

what they appear and that man looks upon his world "through different
eyes."
In the early chapters, Jenny Blair frequently responds with the
word "nothing" whenever questioned.

Surely Glasgow intended for the

reader to discover the cruel and meaningless existence of Jenny Blair.
On one occasion when her mother calls to ask what Jenny Blair is saying,
her daughter's response is "'Nothing."'

This is ironic for Jenny Blair

has just finished her chant, "'I'm alive, alive, alive, and I'm Jenny
Blair Archbald"' (p. 4).

Later, when General Archbald suspects that his

granddaughter is too concerned with George Birdsong, he decides he knows
"nothing about her.

Nothing" (p. 130).

Weeks later after Eva r s return

to Queenborough, she and Jenny Blair confront each other.

At this point

Eva is physically, mentally, and emotionally drained; and it is over
whelming and ironic how she responds to Jenny Blair.
spasm she reassures Jenny Blair that "'It's nothing.'"

In response to a
Moments later

she says, "'I can't tell you--I can't tell anyone the images that come
to me out of darkness--out of nothing.
imagined them away.

Things so dreadful I never even

They come buzzing in like insects--like gigantic
r"

insects--that drive me to do things I never thought of before
(p. 269).

The haunting and ironic idea that Eva is tormented by images

that come "out of nothing" must point straight to Jenny Blair.

Even

though Jenny Blair becomes frightened at the possibility that Eva
suspects she loves George and swears to "never think of him again, 11· her
determination does not hold, for Jenny Blair cannot resist George r s
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physical attractiveness.

Jenny Blair is really nothing and is without

any real awareness of what harm she is doing.

No one will let her face

reality, especially her grandfather, who at the novel's conclusion says,
"'Remember how young she is, and how innocent.'"

Jenny Blair then con

cludes, "'I didn't mean anything in the world�"' (p. 291).

According to

Blair Rouse, "Hers is the tragic evil inherent in a sheltered innocence. 1111
So the reader comes to see that Jenny Blair is dishonest and far "uglier"
than Etta can ever possibly be.
Glasgow does a superb job in The Sheltered Life of revealing how
everyone perceives his or her world.

It is a mockery really, for a

careful reader of the novel will discover a startling number of "eyes"
or "looks" that reveal what Glasgow is trying to say.

She begins Part I,

"The Age of Make-Believe," to show how Jenny Blair creates her own world:
Jenny Blair literally "shut her eyes tight" to the world around her to
open them to her enchanted world (p. 4).

In Part II, "The Deep Past,"

the idea of "eyes" and looking at one's world is used to convey another
concept.

The discovery that Eva Birdsong is not well and that something

is wrong, brings out the idea that pain, suffering, and flaws do exist in
the real world.

The narrator describes Eva as having "the eyes of a woman

in torture" and the General as a man with "pain in his eyes" (p. 95).
Throughout this portion of the novel the reader discovers many of the
actual pains and problems of the characters, the real side that is seldom
observed by anyone.

The General reflects that "he had been, indeed,

everything but himself" (p. 120).
other than himself.

He, too, has pretended to be someone

Then in the final part, "The Illusion," General

Archbald finds himself "suffocated by the thicker air of the actuality" (p. 125).

He along with Jenny Blair sees "nothing," for at the very
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end, "Jenny Blair stared at him with eyes that saw nothing" (p. 292).
No one will allow Jenny Blair to "see" the true world; thus she sees
nothing.
This image-pattern of eyes becomes grotesque if the reader takes
note.

In addition to those already mentioned, there are the "sanguine

brown" eyes of Cora Archbald, who possesses an "animated glance" (p. 6)
indicating a true lack of real human feeling.

Eva's eyes are "brilliant"

but later reveal a "frightened glance" (p. 141).

Also, Etta's eyes are

"usually red" (p. 17) and have that "look of disappointment" in them.
George Birdsong's eyes are "friendly grey eyes" (p. 101) that later possess
a "look of helpless reproach" (p. 291).

This grotesqueness intensifies

as the eyes become associated with animals.

One particular example is

that concerning an incident from General Archbald's childhood when he
was forced to go hunting:

As he watched the killing, "he had felt nothing.

Then, in a spasm, the retch of physical nausea.

For the eyes of the

hunted had looked into his at the end; and that look was to return to
him again and again • • • " (p. 104).

This look or rather these eyes are

the grotesque symbol of a hard look at reality which General Archbald has
difficulty confronting.

This primitive look or even look of "ugliness"

exists along with the look of intelligence and beauty, as is clearly
illustrated when General Archbald as a young man helps a fugitive slave:
"The fugitive looked up at him, first with the fear of the hunted, then
with a dawning intelligence" (p. 111).

Perhaps if General Archbald had

helped Jenny Blair confront her world realistically, then the tragedy at
the end could have been avoided.
To reveal the General's weaknesses and to show his flaws, Glasgow
puts him in a dream world.

He is to become the one character the reader
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feels is most responsible for much that happens during the course of the
novel because he is older and more experienced.

He knows the truth,

the reality, the pain, the ugliness, the beautiful, but he lives in the
past or a hazy present.

There was a time he chose to take "his stand

against the forces men about him called civilization.

He had defied

not only the moral notions of his age and his place, the law and the
Constitution and the highest court in the land" (p. 111).
does he close his eyes to what is taking place?

Why, then,

He says he is too old,

that he can't remember, that "he could feel nothing" (p. 114).
then what Ellen Glasgow is saying about society?
he lost his ability to feel for others?
Jenny Blair, is no better.

Is this

Has man forgotten; has

Unfortunately his offspring,

In fact, she is far worse because she cares

for no one but herself from the very beginning.

When Eva finally shoots

George at the end of the novel, Jenny Blair doesn't offer Eva comfort
and solace; she throws herself into her grandfather's arms, seeking more
shelter.

According to Linda Wagner, "General Archbald is • • • spokes

man supreme for the traditions of the sheltered life.

Jenny, in trusting

him, is consequently being misdirected at every turn.1112
Who, then, does Glasgow feel sees the real world and learns to cope
with it?

Once again it is the one person society rejects or at least

feels is inferior--the black servant.

As in Barren Ground, Glasgow finds

a meaningful purpose for her black characters.

Memoria, George's colored

mistress, establishes a real world for the reader.

There is dignity and

something ironically "clean" about Memoria in spite of the fact she lives
on Canal Street, supposedly the source of the "bad smell" that Jenny Blair
desires to find out about:
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Memoria was the name of the proud-looking coloured woman who
carried away a clothes-basket covered with a piece of striped
calico and brought it back foaming over with fluted cambri
and lace ruffles. She walked with long, graceful strides, and
seldom had anything to say to the children • • • • Jenny Blair
had always stood a little in awe of Memoria; for she knew that
she was what her mother called a superior negro • • • • (p. 38)
Eva Birdsong may be the idol of beauty, but Memoria is the one all respect
and consider awesome.
Memoria comes to Jenny Blair's aid when the skating accident occurs:
"Opening her eyes, she looked up into a handsome face, very nearly but
not quite coloured, and felt herself lifted by hard, smooth arms and
pressed against a deep bosom in clean-smelling blue gingham" (p. 38).
This world is real.

There is pain (the skating accident); there is

ugliness (odor from the factory; nausea from being so hurt; embarrassment).
However, Jenny Blair goes through a series of opening and closing her
eyes until she encounters the "clear grey eyes" of George Birdsong.

Here,

however, is Memoria who doesn't live in a make-believe world:
Memoria • • • accepted his presence as naturally as she accepted
good or bad weather, or the going down of the sun. She gave no
sign of astonishment, or indeed of any other sensation, when she
handed him the bottle of camphor, and moved with her majestic
step into the kitchen. Returning with a towel over her arm
and a basin of water in her hand, she washed the blood and
dust from the child's face, and lowered her upon the pillows
(p. 40)
0

•

•

•

Memoria is kind and noble, for it is George not she who feels compelled
to make a pact never to mention that he was with Memoria on this partic
ular day.
by George:

As usual, however, the real world (Memoria) is pushed aside
" • • • he called back so indifferently • • • " (p. 43).

If

Jenny Blair had not reminded George of his good manners, he would have
neglected even to say good-bye to Memoria.
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It is undoubtedly Glasgow's intention to stress the fact that blacks
usually live in a more realistic world than their white brothers and
sisters.

This point is even more blatant when Jenny Blair tells her

grandfather about hearing "'old Aunt Betsey tell Berry ••• that death
was in [Eva's] look rn (p. 223).

General Archbald is "disturbed" and

remarks that "'Coloured people see entirely too much'" (p. 224).

They,

indeed, see life as it is, but they exist in a world outside that of
the Birdsongs and Archbalds.

This is why Eva is not threatened by

Memoria at all but is so terrified by the nothingness of Jenny Blair,
the pretense, the make-believe.
(Eva's) is false.

Memoria allows Eva to see that her world

As Nancy Tischler points out, "Thus, in a society

governed by codes and superficial patterns of judgment, the Negro allows
the character to step out of his structured world into the chaos of

man-to-man relationships.1113

What the world� to be is not what is

real at all, and this concept is what Glasgow attacks about society.
What appears beautiful is unreal and beyond man's ability to cope.
is false and destructive.

It

Eva is only the idol of beauty who has lost

her identity, and Jenny Blair becomes totally oblivious to reality.

As

in Barren Ground, Glasgow uses society's "outcast," Memoria, to reveal
the truth and dignity of life.

Chapter Four:

Vein of Iron

In Vein of Iron, published in 1935, Ellen Glasgow has given the
reader a far more realistic world and group of characters than previ
ously.

Still, there are the flawed characters and life's usual diffi

culties that these characters must deal with.

There are more positive

qualities that appear in her characters, especially in Ada Fincastle.
She is in some ways a re-structuring of Dorinda Oakley, for she experi
ences a betrayal and carries a child out of wedlock.
human being.

Yet Ada is a real

She has her flaws (jealousy , primarily); but she believes

in people, loves them, and supports them when needed.

Ada learns early

that people can be very cruel to one another, and she becomes a survivor
as does Dorinda Oakley.

Family is very important in this novel and

provides the true strength and love needed to combat society's imper
fections.

As Ellen Glasgow states in A Certain Measure,
From the beginning, I had known that I was engaged upon a
family chronicle, that I was studying, not a single charac
ter or group of characters alone, but the vital principle of
survival, which has enabled races and �n�i�idu�ls fo withstand
the destructive forces of nature and c1v1l1zat1on.

As in the other two novels, the reader learns that John Fincastle recog
nizes and admires a particular race of people who have mastered the ability
to survive:

the blacks.

Vein of Iron is set in Ironside, a village of the upper valley of
the James River in Virginia.

It is concerned with the Fincastles, es

pecially Ada and her father John, both of whom become outcasts because of
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their beliefs or actions that go against society's.
story, which spans roughly

Crucial to this

thirty-two years, are Ralph McBride, Ada's

lover and later her husband, and Toby Waters, the town idiot.

There

are fears that touch the reader as well as the characters in this story:
mental degeneracy (idiots), religious and moral rigidity, and of course
soup lines, the Depression, and World War I.

It is the first of these

fears that runs strongest throughout the novel for a variety of reasons,
primarily to show that the actual idiots in the world are those who
appear most sane and normal.
Flawed characters, outcasts, and grotesqueness hit the reader on
page one of this novel.

A rather cruel and depressing scene opens

the reader's eyes to the people who reside in Ironside:

"Children

were chasing an idiot boy up the village street to the churchyard."2
Ada Fincastle, like most of her fiends, seems to take delight in running
after the town idiot, Toby Waters.
chases the boy:

She sings her song of joy as she

'"Run, run, oh, what fun�'" Ada's world, ironically,

looks bright and pleasant in spite of this vicious form of play:
shine was spinning.

A bird • • • clouds •

• hills

"Sun-

." (p. 3).

It

is, unfort u nately, "typical" for children to torment the retarded and
mentally deficient.

What one calls civilized, however, is not always

so humane.
The setting, then, aids in this concept of beauty in the midst of
ugliness.

While Toby is being "pelted" by the boys on such a beautiful

day, one look across the field brings the real world into full view:
The fallow land broke and fell into Murderer's Grave, a bare
ravine, once a watercourse, where the body of a hanged man
had been buried nearly a hundred years before • • • • In a
hovel perched on the rim of the ravine Toby Waters, the idiot,
lived with his mother. (pp. 3-4)
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Because of the mystery, abnormality, and repulsiveness associated with
the idiots and their families, perhaps it is easy to understand why
society possesses such a fear and rejection of the mentally retarded.
Glasgow's use of this background and setting is not for special effects
but for explaining the unreasonable excuses people make for hurting
others.
minister:

This very idea is echoed in the words of Rev Black, Ironside's
"'I'm sometimes tempted to think • • • that children are more

savage than savages'" (p. 5).

People are cruel to one another and torment

those who stand out as different.

Glasgow stresses this concept through

out the novel.
Glasgow greatly emphasizes the character Toby Waters in order to
present this distortion of a supposedly civilized society.

Toby is

certainly grotesque since he is both physically and mentally abnormal.
He is associated with filth, evil spirits, and fear.

When Toby turns to

spit at those pursuing him, "His mouth was only a crooked hole in his
face; his small dull eyes squinted between inflamed eyelids.

Without

dropping his pail of refuse, he squawked with rage • • • " (p. 3).

Toby

is unpleasant to see and hear and is called a "pig" by one of the other
children, thus reducing him to an animal that wallows in the mud and
filth, "squawking" when disturbed.

Using Appel's definition, one sees

that Toby is grotesque because he has been "rendered" in "animal-like
form" since his "status seems subhuman.113

Although Julius Raper feels

that Toby is not really unique or a "meaningful" character, he does become
a "victim through whom Ada recovers the victim in herself, a dimension
she has tried to ignore by running with the children. ,.4

Once Ada observes

how the other children really abuse Toby, she changes.
Ada begins to sympathize with Toby after he starts to cry:

"She
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glanced uneasily from the idiot's face to the spoiled cap •••• Sudden
light broke within.

It was just as if her heart, too, had turned over."

Toby is valuable here as a tool for Ada to realize how unkind the "civil
ized" world can be.

This scene is very important, for it foreshadows a

later incident when the roles are reversed as Ada faces rejection by
society and is rescued by Toby and his mother:

"In a flash of vision it

seemed to her that she and Toby had changed places •••" (p. 4).

Because

of her pity, Ada takes her cap and offers it in place of the one ruined
by the other children.

This episode forces Ada to recall an incident

from the preceding sununer, in which she witnessed fear and torment again.
She "had seen a rabbit torn to pieces by hounds ••• and she had heard
it cry out like a baby.

She had watched its eyes throbbing with fear

and pain, like small, terrified hearts" (p. 5).
scream and red eyes make her relate the two:
tortured Toby.

Apparently Toby r s

a tortured rabbit and the

According to Linda Wagner, "One of the reasons [ Ada] can

relate so easily to people ••• is that [§he, herself] can understand
fear. 115

Ada, unlike Dorinda, really cares for other people and allows

them to touch her life.
The concept of "half-wits" or idiots and the fear of being in a
family of such a group are great concerns throughout much of this novel.
Yet Ellen Glasgow makes the reader wonder from time to time just who the
half-wits in the world really are.

As already seen, Toby Waters is

indeed grotesque, and there are other references to idiots and half-wits
that reinforce man's fears that distort his world.

Also, as in the pre

vious novels it is the black person who has some insight to this dis
tortion of nature.

An elderly black woman, Aunt Abigail Geddy, often

speaks of those families whom the Fincastles wish to forget:
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Old black Aunt Abigail Geddy • • • muttered that there were
fearful sights in the hills if you knew where to look for them 0
She had once gone to Panther's Gap to help Grandmother take
care of a family of half-wits. Three generations of half-wits,
from a chattering crone of a granny to a newborn baby barely a
day old! And the baby was the worst. If it had been a kitten,
she said, they would have tossed it straight into Panther's
Run. (p. 17)
Even Grandmother at times would think of relatives, especially Martha
Tod:

"Was it true, Grandmother wondered

• was it true that wildness

could be handed down in the blood?" (p. 42).
To heighten this dread, this fear, Glasgow has John Fincastle just
moments before he dies experience a dream that is "more vivid than life""
He senses that he is a child again, traveling with his mother far into
the mountains to take care of some family 0

He becomes extremely fright

ened by this event:
He couldn't loosen his tongue from the roof of his mouth when
he tried to open his lips and call out to his mother. While
the sweat broke out on his skin, and every pore seemed drip
ping with fear, the family flocked from the cabin and began
to dance round him, singing and jeering. And as soon as he
saw them he knew what he had dreaded--for they were all idiots.
His mother had brought him to one of the mountain families that
had inbred until it was imbecile. Two generations of blank,
grinning faces and staring eyes and driveling mouths danced
and shouted round him as they pressed closer. A world of
idiots, he thought in his dream. To escape from them, to
run away, he must break through not only a throng, a whole
world of idiots o • • • (pp o 455-56)
Here Glasgow ironically points out that the entire world is full of
idiots, not just those represented by Toby Waters.

As he makes his final

journey to return to Ironside, John Fincastle encounters a world of
people who chatter about strong permanents that burned their scalps,
bargains on Merchant Street, Southerners who hate Negroes, the new
President, proletarian dictatorship, the minister who stayed out all night
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with Ida Watson, and people tired of being "decent" and wanting "real
blood and thunder."

It is a distortion of the pretty, easy-going life

of the stereotyped Southerner, but it is reality.

As he looks at the

manse just before he collapses, John Fincastle realizes that all was
as dilapidated and "smothered in weeds and in rubbish" as the manse was.
He wonders, "Was this vision the reality?" (p. 456).

As Linda Wagner

suggests, " • • • the McBride-Fincastle family is saved by the grotesque
but heroic journey of John Fincastle to Ironside for his own death and
burial •11 6
Glasgow creates many images that are grotesque to the reader. De
scriptions of characters and images associated with them convince a
person that Glasgow fears society is becoming more and more uncivilized.
In addition, her connnents about the events happening throughout the novel
shed light on the civilization.

Grandmother Fincastle, Janet Rowan,

Ralph McBride, a young woman from social services, and Minna Bergen
appear at one time or another flawed and grotesque in order to reveal
the inhumanity and destruction of modern society.
Grandmother Fincastle is a major character throughout a good part
of the novel and is one who exerts tremendous influence on the Fincastle
family.

She is strong and serves her community well, but she is rigid

and unyielding where religion and morality are concerned.

Much is

manifested through just her physical description; Grandmother, although
not "handsome," had the "sort of ugliness that is more impressive than
beauty."

At times she even appears grotesque to the reader:
l.Grandmother '- aleyes, small, bright, ageless, were like the eyes
of an eaglet that had peered out from a crevice under the rock.
At seventy, her eyebrows were still black and bushy, and in
the left one there was a large brown mole from which three
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stiff black hairs bristled as sharply as needles in a pin
cushion. (p. 23)
Grandmother Fincastle feels that app earances are very important and that
one has to look good in the eyes of others.

Ada's pregnancy out of

wedlock just about destroys her, although at the time Ada gives birth,
Grandmother comes to her aid.

However, she dies not long afterwards.

This description of Grandmother Fincastle is used by Glasgow to show
the sternness and remoteness of individuals.
true goodness is emphasized here also.
mother had not understood.

The misconception of

When Ada becomes pregnant, "Grand

She would never understand now.

was watered with the strong blood of martyrs" (pp. 245-46).

Her faith
She serves

as a contrast for both Ada and her father, who is able to recognize the
true goodness in people, especially his daughter:
woman, my child.

'"You are a good

True goodness is an inward grace, not an outward ne-

cessity'" (p. 246).
Once Ada begins to mature, she and Ralph openly declare their love
although they have cared for each other since childhood:

"Ralph had

always been there, no matter how far back she went, with his bright auburn
head, his gay nut-brown eyes, his sudden smile that had a power over her
heart" (p. 71).

With this concept in mind, Glasgow shifts her focus now

to "moral responsibility," which in some ways has already been introduced
with Grandmother Fincastle.

The reader is challenged to consider just

what the responsibilities are in 1911 for Ada, Ralph, and other young
people.

John Fincastle explains that he is "inclined to believe that

a m a n may be free to do anything he pleases if only he will accept
responsibility for whatever he does" (p. 74).

This concept is extremely

important in considering Ada Fincastle and two very different people,
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Janet Rowan and Ralph McBride.
Like the idiot boy Toby Waters, Janet Rowan is described in vivid
tenns which establish clues to her character.
she is conniving and dishonest:

One discovers early that

"She had an innocent rosebud face, and

was fond of sticking out a small rosy tongue which the Sunday school
teacher had once brushed with quinine because it told fibs" (p. 4).
In childhood pretend games involving courtroom scenes, Janet was not
allowed to be the judge because Ralph said she "fibbed
telltale.

and was a

Blue eyes and yellow curls didn't make her any better to

play withrr (p. 63).

Janet turns out to be one of those "real monsters"

in society, far uglier than Toby Waters.

Janet is a normal, pretty young

lady, a positive image to those around her; however, she represents what
is truly grotesque--the opposite of Toby.

As Linda Wagner says, "Janet's

tongue being painted with quinine because she lied remains an apt image
for h er • • • • 117

She delights in fabricating stories, and her beauty

and seductive qualities are deadly.

Much disappointment and sadness

result from Janet's lying and Ralph's weak nature.
Ralph McBride is seen in positive tones throughout much of first
part of the novel.

After his war experiences, however, he returns home,

cynical and somewhat depressed.
trusted.
(p. 5).

To Ada, Ralph is "the only boy she

She could not remember when her confidence in him had begun"
Ralph, however, like all human beings, has his flaws.

stand being teased or dared about anything.
very trying and tragic events in his life.

He cannot

This in time causes two
The first, of course, concerns

an episode for which Janet Rowan was responsible, and Ada in her own way
pushes Ralph too far.

Prior to a barn dance, Janet Rowan and "the boys"

plan to spike the punch hidden in the loft.

According to Ada, Ralph
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"can't touch • • • whiskey without its going straight to his head."
Janet explains, however, that Ralph is in on this plan because "Ralph
can't bear to be teased.
(p. 103).

I suppose Willie Andrews dared him to go"

One suspects that Janet has encouraged the entire set-up

because she has been after Ralph and is surprised to learn about Ada
and Ralph's wedding plans:

"For a minute Janet's breath came and went

with a rustling sound, as if something alive in her bosom struggled to
break out" (p. 89).

Janet's ability to lie seems certain to lead to

disaster.
On the night of the dance, Ada and Ralph are to ride in the same
vehicle.

The challenge begins for Ralph as Ada questions him about

going to Lightning Ridge for moonshine.
can't be a killjoy

He informs her that "'A man

• It is easy to be noble in the woods, but

among other people, it makes you a killjoy" ' (p. 129).

Ada's first re

action is that she senses Ralph's "power" and is charmed by him.
thinks, "You could not live in the world and be a killjoy.
him�"

She

How she loved

However, once Janet enters the picture, Ralph cannot resist her:

"He did not speak until Janet leaned over and touched his arm.

She pos

sessed some power, Ada felt, that Ralph despised and resisted but could
neither ignore nor

deny" (p. 130).

As the evening advances, the boys

drink more and Janet gains even more attention.
and Ada.

She comes between Ralph

Ralph doesn't want to dance, is "sullen and curiously defiant.''

Ada, however, grows impatient with him, not wanting to be with him.
c hallenges him to dance with Janet and continues to argue.

She

After a few

minutes, Ralph states that he will ask Janet and comments that he "'shan't
have to beg Janet"' (p. 135).
This entire episode exposes Ralph's weakness, his flaw of character.
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Janet, of course, takes entire advantage of the situation.

She lures

Ralph to her room later in the evening supposedly to look at a photo
graph.

She then screams, so she claims, at a mouse and her parents come

running to her room, where she and Ralph are. The Rowans require that
Ralph marry Janet, especially since she is pregnant and "'says that Ralph
is responsible"' (p. 146).

Ralph feels now that he is a "fool," and

because of his defiance and inability to resist women, he now must marry
Janet.

This turn of events creates quite a problem for several characters.

Janet then has accomplished her goal, and Ralph is revealed as a
very weak character.

Almost everyone knows the type of person Janet is

and always has been:

"For it was no secret; everybody but [Janet'�

parents had talked of her ways with men."
"fibs had matured into lies" (p. 88).
problems stem from his weak nature.

According to Ada, Janet's

W ith Ralph, much of his and Ada's
As Linda Wagner says, "Yet all the

difficulties in that relationship occur, not because of any fault of
Ada's--despite her repeated pronouncement of guilt--but because Ralph
cannot be faithful. 118

Such traits make it possible for Ralph to fall

victim again to the "power" of a woman.
Years later, after Ralph and Janet's divorce and his marriage to Ada,
Ralph once again falls prey to a young, flirtatious woman named Minna
Bergen.

She "called his

Minna, like Janet, has some power over Ralph.

name and reached out her thin arm, without a sleeve, over the gate.
the sound of the girl's voice Ralph stopped •••• "

At

The reader learns

that, like Janet, "[Minn� ran after any man" (p. 315).

Ada reacts to

Minna as she reacted to Janet, with unreasonableness or with what some
might call "jealousy."
also sees Minna:

As the reader sees Janet through Ada's eyes, he
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But Ada disliked everything about Minna. She disliked the
small, flat head, with the boyish bob, as smooth as butter,
pasted in dampened rings on strawberry cheeks; she disliked
the large, round, light eyes, like the challenging eyes of a
bad baby, staring upward from beneath eyelashes fringed with
soot; and, most of all, she disliked the wide insatiable mouth,
painted as red as a wound, and the flaunting bare knees above
rolled stockings. (p. 310)
Like Janet, Minna at times looks innocent, like a "bad baby," but she,
too, lures Ralph to near destruction.

His adventure in the sports car

with Minna late one night leads to an accident from which Minna only
receives scratches, but from which he suffers temporary paralysis and
depression.
One other figure serves as a contrast to Ada in the novel, and
while she is very, very briefly mentioned, she carries a a tremendously
important message about society.

Because of extremely poor conditions

during the Great Depression, the Fincastles have moved to Queenborough
and have finally had to rent rooms upstairs.

A minister, his wife and

her children rent the rooms but find it difficult to maintain the simplest
1 ife.

They are placai on social welfare and must frequently confront a

social worker who appears totally inhuman.

She is, according to Appel's

definition, grotesque:
At the end of the week, when the rent was paid by a sharp
nosed young woman with a notebook, Ada discovered that the
family was supported by charity. It seemed too dreadful when
one thought of the nice old man, who looked as if God had
ordained him to rescue the perishing. Whenever she saw the
impassive countenance of the social worker, like some wooden
symbol of philanthropy, she felt a vague resentment against
society, against the world, against God, but, most of all,
against human nature. (p. 380)
This "mere slip of a girl" seems like a computer as she "classified, tab
ulated, registered, and sununed up with a yellow pencil" and arrived weekly
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"with the inconvenient regularity of a machine" (p. 380).

This family

finds it difficult to cope in the world and contrasts vividly with Ada
and her family who "' 1 ike getting the better of life"' (p. 381).
Thus the reader sees the "destructive forces of nature and of civil
ization," as Glasgow calls them in!:_ Certain Measure, revealed through
these characters.

Ada and her father represent the group that Glasgow

feels possesses that "principle of survival."

It seems that the modern

society she portrays is losing that vein of iron, inherited by only a
few.

In addition to these characters, Glasgow has added images that

reinforce this grotesque view of modern society.

By using animal imagery,

human arms, the mouth, and scenes of actual events, Glasgow reveals her
feelings about the world.
As in Barren Ground and The Sheltered Life, Glasgow uses animals to
develop the characters or create images so that the reader can better
understand the circumstances and feelings involved.

As already mentioned,

Ada compares Toby's screams to those of a rabbit being torn apart by dogs.
Later, when questioning God's motives and wanting to seek the answers,
Ada sees the white spider which serves more than just to create that
"special effect."

The spider emerges at a time when Ada is thinking about

Ralph and Janet and reasons for all the unfortunate events in life.

The

spider, usually associated with unpleasant elements, seems an appropriate
image here.
skeletons?

Ada then reflects:

"Did spiders have ghosts?

Did they have hearts?"

Did they have

One gets the impression that maybe

Janet is the spider, as she weaves her web of lies.
In addition, an image of the mouse is introduced:

"There was a

mouse, too, that crept out when it thought they were all asleep" (p. 63).
Can Ralph be this mouse?

Later, he is trapped by Janet and must marry
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her, so this scene could be a foreshadowing of that incident.

Also,

while thinking of these images, especially that of the mouse, Ada thinks
of the idiot Toby Waters.
God, all:

He, too, seems trapped by society, nature,

"Well, she was glad, too, that she wasn't an idiot.

did God make idiots?
traps" (p o 65).
are present.

But why

It seemed worse than making mice to be caught in

The unknown, the questions, the fears, and Toby Waters

Apparently Glasgow wants the reader to think of the dis

tortions of life, the ugliness that surrounds our everyday lives.
is more common than spiders, mice, and idiots?

What

Ada somehow feels dif

ferent because she senses things that Grandmother thinks are "only sil
liness."

According to Philip Thomson, "This effect of the grotesque can

best be summed up as alienation .

• The sudden placing of familiar

elements of reality in a peculiar and disturbing light often takes the
form of the flinging together of disparate and irreconcilable things,
which by themselves would arouse no curiosity.11 9

This same concept is

-- --

reflected in other familiar images in Vein of Iron as well.
One very obviously grotesque image used by Glasgow is that of the
human arms.

In all cases the arms reveal man's reaching out to take

something, and in all man's desire to satisfy some physical need, either
sex or hunger, is present.

One of the first such images involves Ada's

Aunt Meggie, who is the opposite of Aunt Etta in The Sheltered Life:
Dr. Updike "kept his hand in the inside curve of her arm (she was noted
for her pretty arms), stroking it softly while he sat by her bed and asked
questions about her health.

That was all."

While Aunt Etta longed for

"love," Aunt Meggie "had never thought of love-making or marriage.

It

wasn't that she had been plain or unattractive • • • • But she couldn't
run after men the way some girls did even in Ironside" (p. 59).

This
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image, of course, is important when considering Janet Rowan and Minna
Bergen, whose arms� reaching for the opposite sex.

As the reader may

recall, Ralph ignores Janet until she "leaned over and touched his
arm" (p. 130).

With Minna, the image becomes even stronger as she

"reached out her thin arm, without a sleeve, over the gate" (p. 315).
The final image created is rather gruesome as it picks up the idea of
thinness and nakedness from Minna's arm.

As Ada rushes home one afternoon,

she feels she is "stalked by the grim specter of poverty.

So many scare

crow figures, with lean arms protruding from tattered sleeves�
gnarled dirty hands begging�" (pp. 372-73).
Glasgow has Ada consider:

So many

All of these point to what

"Distraught, chaotic, grotesque, it was an

age, she told herself, of cruelty without moral indignation, of catasto
phe without courage" (p. 373).

She had already concluded sometime before

as Ralph lay in the hospital in a very dirty and neglected room that "The
people in the hospital, like people everywhere else, were interested only
in themselves and in what they could get out of the world" (p. 332).
The images of the mouth also force the reader to consider what
themes Glasgow is developing.

Previously, Toby Waters r mouth is seen

as a "crooked hole in his face" which made him appear inhuman.

With Janet

Rowan one conceives. the picture of a large wagging tongue inside a mouth
that spits out only lies.

With Minna Bergen one gets the impression of

something "Cheap," as Ada says, because of the "insatiable mouth, painted
red as a wound" (p. 310).

Once again the reader sees Minna r s description

as a form of preparation for what is to follow.

John Fincastle observes

those in the bread line and discovers that "None of the girls seemed
depressed or even subdued, and few of them
or the lipstick" (p. 416).

• had spared the rouge pot

There is something unnatural and ugly about
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people described in this way.

As Appel points out, "The grotesque is a

heightened realism, reminiscent of caricature, but going beyon d it to
create a fantastic realism or realistic fantasy that evokes pathos and
terror

1110

o

The fear obviously is will man be able to survive?

As John Fincastle points out, "Hunger surrounded him.

But was it merely

a physical hunger? Could the human race, glutted with horrors of its
own making, survive upon a material basis alone?" (p. 419).

Evidently,

no, if one accepts Glasgow's concept that fortitude is an essential in
gredient, in addition to caring for others.
Who then can and will survive in such a world as depicted in this
novel?

According to Glasgow, those who are strong, determined, and know

and understand fear and suffering will survive.
know these things along with the Negroes.

John and Ada Fincastle

Ada and her father, like the

Negro, are outcasts because of their actions.

John Fincastle, a former

Presbyterian minister, was dismissed from his church because of radical
thoughts and beliefs.

He had to take on a teaching position in order to

acquire money for the family.

His wife, Mary Evelyn, was devoted and

supported him regardless of what happened.

..

As Blair Rouse says of her,

• in her life with John she had seen deprivation and the poverty of

life in Ironside.

She lives with a smile which becomes almost a grimace

of nervous exhaustion, and she dies worn out but without regret.,rll

There

is love and concern in this family, and it is passed on to Ada, who will
ingly and lovingly supports Ralph from the time he is forced to marry
Janet until the very end of the novel.

When he informs her of the forced

marriage to Janet, Ada states, '"Can't we fight them?
with you.

I'll never give in'" (p. 160).

I'll fight them

In the end when Ralph declares

that their life has been "poor" but "happy," Ada reflects that "Never,
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not even when we were young • • • was it so perfect as this" (p. 462).
Ada learns early in life that she cannot have all she wants.

Her

first lesson occurs when her father returns from a trip with what she
hopes is a "real" doll.

However, once she opens the package and finds

the china doll, "All the shining bliss was blotted out as suddenly as it
had flashed into light" (p. 30).

Ada realizes that she will never have

the doll she wants, and it hurts to accept such things when Grandmother
feels that at the age of ten "little girls should be taught their re
sponsibilities" (p. 31).

Ada has "denied herself sticks of painted

peppennint candy" in order to save the money for her doll, which she
will never have.
marry Janet.

Ada later experiences another loss when Ralph must

For six years Ada thinks of him and what might have been

hers if she had married him as originally planned.

Ada survives, however,

and finally meets Ralph when he is on leave, consununating their love
on God's Mountain.

Ada does accepts her responsibilities, for she carries

Ralph's child and never lets him know of the child until he is ready to
return home and make plans for their wedding.

She chooses not to tell

Ralph because she fears it will worry him and that he might do something
"rash."

Here she is protective and wise, although Grandmother cannot

understand.

As a result of her illegitimate child, Ada becomes the village

outcast and experiences the "chase" that Toby has always encountered.
A few weeks after Ranny is born, Ada runs into Ironside to get help
since Grandmother Fincastle is dying.

Once she is away from home, it

dawns on her that she has not been in Ironside for months.

Becoming

excited and anxious once she gets a message to Dr. Updike, she feels the
need to run home, but finds this disastrous:
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She had barely reached the church when the shrill cries pierced
her nerves through the fog of distress. Half in malice, half
in sport, the children were romping about her, pelting her
with bits of red clay or tufts of weeds • • • • (p. 263)
Of course, this is the scene that Ada imagined as a child, when she
and Toby Waters change places.

She is told to go home to her "piggie."

She recalls the day that she chased Toby and "suddenly felt herself
fleeing in the skin of the idiot."
mankind:

Ada realizes a startling face about

"So this is what it means to be human, she thought, swerving

out of the road into the track that wandered over the fields to the
ravine."

Ironically, Ada is rescued by Mrs. Waters and her son Toby:

"The children had scattered, still shrieking, on the way to the village,
and Toby stood leering over his broom with the air of a benevolent con
queror.rt

Ada shares as experience with someone rejected by society;

she learns what fear and cruelty are.

It is Mrs. Waters who sees the

really ugly portion of society, the Janet Rowans and others.
them by their true name:

'"Varmints!' she screamed.

She calls

'It ain r t often

ye come within throwin' distance, or I wouldn't waste my good slops on
ye! 111 (p. 264).

As Julius Raper points out, "The closer Ada associates

herself with Toby, the less grotesque he grows.1112

Toby is far more

useful to society than the Janet Rowans and Minna Bergen, for he becomes
caretaker and gardener at the manse to which Ada and Ralph return.
The other survivors are the black people, such as Old Marcellus
Geddy, who helps Toby take care of the manse garden.

Glasgow feels that

there is something strong and durable and special about their character
as she has John Fincastle describe them in the soup line:
What was there in the nature of the Negro, he wondered, that
enabled him to squeeze the zest of life out of husks? A steady
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murmur, as of bees swarming, drifted from the crowd of brown
and black and russet faces. The sound was not gay, nor was
it sad; it belonged, with the dripping of the rain or the
sighing of the wind, to the natural cadences of earth. Though
the Negroes had had a harder time, they had suffered less, he
thought, or perhaps they had learned how to suffer. They also
wore the cast-off finery of the well-to-do, but they wore it
with pride. There was submissiveness without humility in
their sleek smiles and soft droning voices. (p. 417)
Like Memoria in The Sheltered Life, the Negroes in Vein of Iron seem
in harmony with their world and will endure.
Vein of Iron contains many characters that indicate what is possibly
happening to modern society.

Although some critics feel Glasgow is more

concerned with attacking society than developing a good set of characters
and a more complex story, I feel she creates some very positive beings
who show that man must develop a strong will and must be a "fighter" if
he wishes to survive.

However, Glasgow points out that man must have

his dreams too, not the false dreams that hide reality as in The Sheltered
Life, but the hope and faith that Ada and her father had.
scribes it well when he tells Ada, "'You're a dreamer, Ada.
that a dreamer should be a rock to lean on"' (p. 461).

Ralph deIt's queer

John Fincastle

and his daughter Ada are the positive sides of General David Archbald
and his granddaughter Jenny Blair.

Also, Toby Waters is a productive

member of society, which is certainly a contrast to Etta's role.

However,

this fortitude which they exhibit and the naturalness of the black people
seem to have weakened by the time Glasgow wrote her novel, In This Our Life.

Chapter Five:

In This Our Life

Ellen Glasgow's 1941 Pulitzer Prize-Winning novel deals with a
society of "happiness-hunters" and a plot that presents a rather in
teresting action-filled story.

However, Glasgow makes it difficult to

see just who the stable, "normal," or real people are.

Has society

become so "uncivilized" that people have forgotten about others?

Everyone

has become so self-centered that he neglects the value of an honest and
loving human relationship.

Glasgow stresses such concepts as freedom,

love, and hope in In This Our Life.

As James Southall Wilson says, it

serves the purpose of challenging the generation of the particular
time o 1

However, I feel it serves as an example or even a warning as to

what modern society is becoming:

too self-centered and too irresponsibleo

Glasgow does encourage mankind not to give up as she creates Asa Timberlake
and his daughter Roy 0

As in the preceding novels Barren Ground, The

Sheltered Life, and Vein of Iron, there are several flawed and grotesque
characters who contrast with Asa and Roy throughout the novel in order
to develop Glasgow's ideas.
In This Our Life is a novel set in 1938-1939 in Queenborougho

It

deals primarily with Asa Timberlake, a fifty-nine-year-old man who must
make several important decisions throughout the novel.

He recognizes

many of the errors his daughter Stanley makes and questions some of the
motives of his other daughter Roy, whom he wants desperately to helpo
Asa has become his wife's "slave" which makes it possible for him to
identify with the young black boy Parry Clay, who is victimized by
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Stanley and the Fitzroys.

Also, in the novel it appears that the young

people rush madly and aimlessly through life with no real purpose. As
Asa points out near the beginning, "Acceleration, not beauty, was the
strange god of our modern worship.112

While the only stable marriage

and relationship in the novel exists between Abel and Minerva Clay,
Parry r s parents, it seems that the ability to struggle and survive does
not exist in Parry as one would expect.

Perhaps Glasgow is pointing

out that over a period of years or generations even the noble black
man has become a victim of modern society.
Several characters and scenes portrayed in the novel are quite dis
torted.

Uncle William Fitzroy, Lavinia Timberlake, Aunt Charlotte, and

Stanley represent the well-to-do in Queenborough; but they are very
ugly in many respects as they use or manipulate others.

What seems

perfectly normal and acceptable behavior for them is really cruel and
unjust.

Roy, who appears victimized at times, is often presented as the

strongest of the three Timberlake children; however, she does have her
weak moments, especially at the end of the novel.

When she decides to

leave home, she encounters a total stranger in the park.

From there they

go to an apartment where they "make love," in a distortion of love and the
physical relationship that should exist between man and woman.

Another

horrible scene occurs when Parry is placed in jail for a crime he did not
connnit.

The effects are overwhelming and destructive.

These characters

and incidents are grotesque because they are familiar, everyday occur
rences that have astounding influences on the lives of those involved"
Besides these characters who play strong vital roles throughout the
novel, three young men serve a purpose in showing the flaws and weaknesses
of society:

Craig Fleming, a young lawyer who initially is engaged to
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Stanley; Peter Kingsmill, a young surgeon who is first married to Roy
and later to Stanley; and Andrew Timberlake, Asa's only son.

The reader

soon discovers that each of these young gentlemen has great potential,
but because of some weakness or fear cannot fully develop.

Craig even

has a physical impairment in which he drags his left foot, thus indi
cating some greater aspect about his nature.

All serve to allow the

reader to see more fully the character of Asa Timberlake.
In her novel Glasgow gives the reader another distortion of love and
marriage.

Once again the very people who appear normal or the "cream of

the crop" are far more grotesque than those labeled as such.

From the

very beginning the reader senses an emptiness, a meaninglessness, and
a false beauty that exists in Asa Timberlake's life.

The first chapter

deals with Asa's walk home in the afternoon after work, as he observes
the construction of gas stations and other modern buildings.

He considers

this to be the destruction of not just elegant Southern homes but the end
of an era, a form of life:

"Under a troubled sky the old house looked

deserted but charged with reality.

It was a place, Asa Timberlake thought,

where everything had happened and nothing would ever happen again.
life with so many changing lives was finished" (p. 3).

Its

As the novel

progresses, Asa realizes that his present lifestyle must also come to
an end.

Does a person hold on to a tradition or a ritual simply because

it has been passed down through the generations?

Both Roy and Asa must

confront this question during the course of the novel.
To reveal the misconceptions, distortions, and superficialities
of society, Glasgow uses minor characters both to inform the reader
and to contrast with Asa.

From the beginning the reader learns about

William Fitzroy, Lavinia's wealthy uncle.

One can imagine Uncle William
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in his white suit and elegant manner--the seemingly typical Southern
gentleman.
pears to be.

However, Glasgow proves that such a man is not what he ap
A young man named Maberley discusses the wrecking of the

houses with Asa the afternoon he is walking home.
Timberlakes as the "top of creation."
accepted view of William Fitzroy:
what he's about.

He speaks of the

In addition he states the widely

"'Well, I reckon Mr. Fitzroy knows

It must feel pretty good to stand in his shoes.

say he's the biggest man in the South.' 11

Some

One discovers that this is

exactly the way the old gentleman wishes to be viewed by all.

Yet the

reader learns that he delights in towering over others and is the opposite
of Asa, who is the real human being in the novel, the real gentleman
although he at first seems the most unlikely.

To Maberley r s conu:nents

about Uncle William's being called the "biggest man in the South," Asa
responds appropriately:

"' Some do'" (p. 4).

Uncle William is a conqueror as well, for he goes in and takes or
buys what others, even family, cannot maintain.

He places the highest

bid on the Tiniberlakes' property when Asa's father fails to maintain the
Standard Tobacco Company.

Thus Asa's family becomes in many respects

dependent upon Uncle William, who allows the family to live in the
house for a "small sum."

Years later Asa marries Lavinia, Uncle William's

niece whom he "begrudgingly" provides with many extras or luxuries.

Uncle

William, according to Asa, is the "staunch pillar of the Stock Exchange
and of St. Luke's Episcopal Church • •
than generous •

0

"

(p 0 10).

0

who was by nature more just

In addition he possessed a "benevolence

that could be dismissed as cold virtue; for he had no warmer
feeling toward Lavinia, his only niece, than he had bestowed upon the most
distant of what he called his 'connections'" (p. 11).

It seems Uncle
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William dislikes having "relatives" who actually share some part of his
life.
Later in the novel one sees him as a version of the "dirty old
man."

He is described as "old, but he was not yet too old to feel young

in April.

He had then his hours surrounded by pretty girls, when he

felt that he was scarcely more than a boy."

Like Asa's, Uncle William's

life and marriage seem not to have been satisfactory, for "he meditated
now, upon the inadequacy of things in general and of marriage in partic
ular • • • " (p. 113).
wardly respectable.

Yet, Uncle William's marriage has appeared out
He, unlike Asa, has sought sexual conquests in the

past, but is unsuccessful now.

The reader is not at all sympathetic to

this lecherous old man, for he has replaced his feminine "conquests" with
"financial" ones:

"Because of failing health, and because in part, no

doubt, of a sympathetic blonde in New York, his pursuit of pretty girls,
in Queenborough at least, had now relaxed into a mere harmless vanity of
the aging and impotent" (p.114).

Asa's marriage to Lavinia is certainly

imperfect in many respects, but he at least does not chase young girls,
even though he does seek refuge in the home of Kate Oliver, a respectable,
middle-aged woman.
In another capacity Uncle William is the opposite of Asa.

Finan

cially, Asa is a dependent, for once his father's business failed, he
lost any possible inheritance to William Fitzroy, who had bought the
Timberlake property.
partial support.

He has to look to Uncle William for at least

Both men have struggled to succeed in life, but Asa

never makes his fortune:

"He had been hampered by not knowing a number

of things the average man took for granted • • • " (p. 17).

Uncle

William's "struggle had been hard and long, and in the severe process his
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nature also had hardened."

Uncle William is also a "greedy" old man,

as the narrator points out:
One thought alone troubled him • • • and this was the painful
knowledge that, no matter how tightly he clung to his pos
sessions, the time must inevitably come when death would loosen
his clutch, and all that he had ever owned would slip away
from him. His fine new house • • • would pass on to strangers,
or, worse still, to relatives who had never owned anything
that was worth having. (p. 114)
Here is a man who values material possessions far more than relation
ships with family and friends.
ings.

No one is worthy of his precious belong

Beneath the surface, this old Southern gentleman is warped in

his sense of values and preys upon others in a variety of ways.
Uncle William seems typically Southern in another respect as well.
Since the blacks are a natural part of the Southern landscape, they must
be dealt with, according to Uncle William, in an appropriate manner.
He does, however, according to his wife Charlotte, like "cheerful
Negroes" (p. 122).

She goes on to add that

• • • she felt devoutly thankful that she had not been alive
in the ages of slavery. And she felt doubly thankful • • •
that William had not been alive in the ages of slavery. For
there were traits in William • • • the chief of these she
had decided long ago, was William's unfortunate manner with
the poor and with animals. (pp. 122-23)
He comes across as a sneering, tormenting bigot as he responds to young
Parry Clay's request for a loan to help pay for his education:
" • • I hope you won't let your head get chock-full of tom
fool ideas about education. Your race doesn't need lawyers.
There are too many white lawyers already, and if any of you
get into trouble that's not your fault, your white friends are
always ready to help you out. The best thing you can do is
to turn your hand to some suitable work. There's room for a
good waiter or porter • • • • 11 (p. 124)
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Here Glasgow truly shows how grotesque and cruel Uncle William is.

He

makes a mockery of all of life and certainly reveals the distorted view
of the Southern aristocrat.
Asa, however, is honestly sympathetic toward the black man's pre
Concerning young Parry, "Asa had always felt an interest"

dicament.

in him and "wished to befriend" him as well (pp. 25, 27).

Asa generously

permits Parry to borrow books from the Timberlake library and does not
share the Fitzroy belief that "the colored race • • • should be held
firmly down to its proper station" (p. 26).
The final and most extreme difference between Uncle William and
Asa is the obvious partiality shown toward Asa's daughters, Stanley
and Roy.

Stanley, the younger of the two girls, is a very beautiful

girl who is selfish,and her Uncle William takes great delight in this
trait. There is conflict because of the generosity bestowed upon Stanley:
"Even when William had displayed a sudden avuncular weakness for Stanley,
the younger daughter, who had ripened into a beauty, Asa had found him
self resenting the constant slight s to Roy, his own favorite" (p. 11).
Stanley has her own sports car g iven to her by Uncle William, and when
she runs off with her sister' s husband, Uncle William's first concern
is the car:

"'Where's the car?'

withered • • • (p. 128).

W illiam's flabby face seemed to have

Asa, however, sits calmly knowing that his

beautiful but selfish daughter has taken the one person her sister loves-Peter.

Asa is not blinded by this pretty girl as Uncle William is, and

he fears that great harm will come to those around her.

He tells

Lavinia, "'I'm afraid of her making me unfair to other people

....

Look at the way William goes flabby whenever she cuddles up to him
• • • '" (p. 243).

Uncle William is once again seen as grotesque because
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of his distorted love for his niece Stanley, who is an extension of
both her uncle and mother.
II

Uncle William then, is as Blair Rouse says,

• a wonderfully repulsive portrait of an avaricious, ruthless,

insensitive, yet sentimental Southern man of affairs. 113

Like Judge

Pyncheon in Hawthorne's The House of Seven Gables, Uncle William puts on
a magnificent outward appearance for all to see, but within he is de
spicable.
Asa Timberlake, as already seen, is quite different from Uncle
William, though he is not perfect.

Asa does not really love and care

about his wife in the romantic and charitable way that one should feel
toward a wife.

She is a burden in many respects.

According to Blair

Rouse in his essay "Ellen Glasgow's Civilized Men," "Readers could think
that Asa Timberlake • • • was a failure, a man defeated and overwhelmed
by a frustrating and humiliating existence that could hardly be called
a life.11

4

However, Asa has had to deal with his world and has tried to

make the most of his roles as husband and father.

He works hard each day

for the Standard Tobacco Company, waits on Lavinia each afternoon and
evening, and tries to be present when his children, especially Roy,
need him.

He has had to live with the horrible fact his father committed

suicide and that his mother had to pay "rent" for a home that should have
been hers outright.

There is, however, something that does seem to be

lacking in Asa at first; there is weariness and a sluggishness in his
character, which leave only when he heads for Kate's farm.
The reader is told that "For twenty years and more, these Sabbath
flights into the country and freedom had been the solitary pleasure,
apart from Roy's infrequent companionship, in a life which, from its be
ginning, had been starved for delight" (p. 173).

Asa has become the slave
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of both Lavinia and Uncle William over the years as he waits upon Lavinia
day after day and takes handouts from her uncle.

He now struggles with

the idea of divorce and the responsibilities involved.

He knows he can

not take freedom lightly as Roy leads him to believe she can.

Freedom

to him is valuable and cannot be really appreciated until one is really
bound by something or someone.
about freedom.

He is puzzled by the "elementary nonsense

This incessant chatter about having no responsibilities,

only privileges" (p. 69).

It is not, however, until the ordeal with

Parry Clay that Asa realizes he� make some decision that will aid
in removing him from this enslavement.
It is most fitting that Glasgow chooses a young black man to mirror
Asa's life and predicament.
of slavery.

For with the Negro comes the entire concept

It is an excellent way for Glasgow to get across the idea

and struggle for freedom.

As Margaret Butcher points out, "Under such

circumstances the Negro minority retains today, as in the past, its
significant and symbolic position at the center of America r s struggle
for the full development of the tradition of freedom. 115

It is with this

idea of freedom and slavery that Glasgow reveals the true nature of Asa
Timberlake and attacks the civilized world.

The character Parry Clay

serves as a valuable means for Glasgow to tell her story.

Like Ada

Fincastle with Toby Waters, Asa identifies with Parry Clay and other
blacks in general.

As Asa is dependent upon Uncle William for money,

clothes for his children, and a new house, Parry is a young man who is
dependent upon others, especially certain white families, to help him
advance in society and be free to find his place in the world.

Just as

Asa wanted to succeed and achieve a reputable financial status, Parry
wants to work and acquire an education in order to become a successful
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Parry says, "'If I don't go young, I'll never go at all • •

lawyero

You have to get away young, or you lose your will'" (p. 30).

Asa

has wanted to break away from the limitations of his family's financial
background, but cannot do so o
"mirrors Asa as a young man o 116

As critic Julius Raper has noted, Parry
Asa realizes Parry's limitations and the

hardships that lie ahead of the young man 0

Parry is rejected by society

because of his color; Asa is rejected because of his lack of money and
position o

They have much in common, including Uncle William's disapproval.

Asa senses that both he and Parry are trapped and that nobody "who
possessed the power to help would be interested" (p. 31).

Uncle William

has the power to help both of these people but refuses both--one because
of color, the other because of poverty and a seeming lack of ambition.
Asa can only leave Lavinia if Uncle William gives her part of an inher
itance, but he seems reluctant to do so.

When Parry is accused of the

hit-and-run accident caused by Stanley, Uncle William has the power to
help free him, but he will not because Parry is black.
Parry eventually acquires a job, driving Stanley's new sports car.
Because Stanley drinks frequently and likes to drive fast, Parry must
take the car and park it for her from time to time.

Because of these

circumstances, Stanley is willing to let Parry take the blame for an
accident that she is responsible for.

She hits and kills a little white

girl and never retruns to the scene of the accident.

Parry, being black,

is an easy suspect; to many "typical whites" he is of no real value, so
he

can be sacrificed to save Stanley.

Asa and Craig, Stanley's former

fiance, know that Parry is innocent and that Stanley is guilty of the
crime.

They must get her to confess and save Parry from this horrible

situation.

However, when Asa confronts her and the rest of the family,
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no one wants to put Stanley through all this agony.
Parry was just "'Drunk • • • • Lost his head.

They all do, everyone of

Drink works hell with a darkey'" (p. 387).

'em.

To Uncle William,

Aunt Charlotte then

claims that "'Colored people don't feel things the way we do

.'" (p. 415)0

Both of these people patronize Parry and assume things about his behavior
based upon pure myth.

He is misjudged.

simply because he is black.

He has so much against him

He is flawed according to the Fitzroy society .

By using a black character in this capacity, Glasgow again attacks
society and its civilized notions.

This time she attacks the old South

ern attitude toward blacks, revealing the cruelties and "savage" behavior.
Nancy Tischler's connnent about Negroes and traditions is appropriate here
as it is to The Sheltered Life:

"

• in a society governed by codes

and superficial patterns of judgment, the Negro allows the character to
step out of his structured world into the chaos of man-to-man relation

ships. 117

So much is revealed about the characters in this situation Tuased

mainly upon what they do in response to Parry's predicament.
Parry is devastated by the experience of being in jail and being
accused of killing someone primarily because he is black.
while in jail is shocking:
cast.

His appearance

"Parry's light skin had bleached to a livid

His neat clothes were discolored and torn . o • • But the worst

of it, Asa thought, went deeper than any surface disorder.
was the look of resignation, of defeat, of settled despair

Worst of all
" (p. 400).

Asa begins to see and realize the consequences of confinements of all
types o

He, too, has been resigned to a type of existence where he wears

patched clothes so that his children can have better.

But Parry is being

torn apart emotionally, and Asa feels he must stop any further damage"
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Parry is "trapped" again by Stanley, who only needs to confess her
guilt in order that Parry be free.

She does not intend to do so and

proceeds to "trap" her father--to make him her slave--but Asa rebels.
Stanley, like her mother, uses her helpless, sickly, weak condition to
play on the feelings of others.

She cries out to Asa as he tries to get

her to confess and realize the horrible pain and ruin of Parry, saying,
"'Oh, don't, Father, I can't bear it�

Why won't you let me alone?

doctor said I must be left by myself"' (p. 409).

The

As Lavinia enslaved

Asa, Stanley tries to enslave Parry as well as her father.

Asa, however,

will not let Stanley imprison Parry as Lavinia has imprisoned him.
knows that he alone must force Stanley to confess to save Parry.

He
Asa

states not in an especially heroic manner but in terms that are realistic:
"I must do it alone • • • • Every decision, right or wrong, must be
reached alone • • • " (p. 419).

Finally Asa insists that Stanley confess

that she committed the crime so that Parry can be freed.

Of course,

because of family position and influence, Stanley is not convicted of any
serious crime.
Other characters are important in understanding Glasgow's comments
about society.

Consider first Asa's wife Lavinia.

unlikely mate for a man such as he.

She is the most

He frequently reveals his feelings

and attitude toward her; for example, he think s:
• • • it was difficult for anyone to feel tenderly toward
Lavinia. None knew better than he that her temperament was
not designed to encourage warmth, even--or was it especially?
in a husband. In childhood and early youth, she had been
tormented by men; and after a disappointing courtship and
marriage, she had learned to assuage her wounded instincts by
tormenting the solitary male whom life had ever delivered into
her hands. (p. 11)
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The image of the black widow spider somehow comes to mind as Lavinia
delights is capturing and holding her males.
she becomes what Appel considers grotesque:

Also like Etta Archbald,
"The grotesque is a height

ened realism, reminiscent of caricature, but going beyond it to create a
fantastic realism or realistic fantasy that evokes pathos and terror
Years before she had fed Asa "flattery" to entice him into a
marriage, though "he had imagined that the choice and pursuit had been
his aloneir (p. 12).

For some reason (was it for pure torture?) Lavinia
Instead of a real

had "'stooped" socially and financially to marry Asa.

marriage, Asa is now a slave to a woman who creates for him what Aunt
Charlotte calls a "hard life."
Lavinia Timberlake seldom leaves her room because she fears having
As a result each evening upon hearing Lavinia ring her

a heart attack.

bell, Asa "At precisely nine o'clock ••• would turn down the beds and
help her into the one with the comfortable springs and mattress and the
quilt of pure eider-down" (p. 45).

Lavinia is simply an obese, self

indulging hypochondriac.

According to Linda Wagner, she is the "epitome

of modern selfishness.119

Critic Blair Rouse is even harsher in his

connnent:

"Lavinia Timberlake

is one of the most insufferably repulsive

.
"l O
.
. the pages of f ic
creations
· tion.
ever encountere d in

. disgus
.
SI1e is
·
ting

and makes Asa's life, as well as Roy's, miserable.
Stanley and Roy are sisters who are totally different in looks, habit,
and attitude.

Stanley is not only Uncle William r s favorite, but she is

also her mother's.
two daughters:

11

The tension is felt by Lavinia as she considers her

rTwo sisters, and so near the same age.

so fond of [Stanlei.] when she was little"' (p. 92).

You used to be

When Stanley enters

her mother's room, she appears to bring with her "a glow of both natural
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and artificial brightness" (p. 94).

Stanley also believes "' in knowing

what we want • • • and in going after it.
happy'" (p. 96).

We have a right to be

Her father sees her for what she really is in spite of

her beauty and false innocence:

"He J0 udged her for what she was, vain,

selfish, unscrupulous in her motives • • • " (p. 283)

0

Stanley willingly

elopes with Roy r s husband Peter and carelessly hits and kills a child.
Lavinia, Uncle William, nearly everyone grieves for her.

Asa is the

only one who forces himself to make her face her actions.

As Linda

Wagner points out,
There is no question about either Stanley's depravity or the
favoritism shown her by the family, no matter what she does.
The innnorality of much of the family stems from the mother r s
warped judgment, and the partial treatment of Stanley only
illustrates these values.11
Stanley is a young Lavinia who is determined to get what she wants, re
gardless of whom she hurts.
Roy, on the other hand, is very sensitive to the actions and feelings
of others.

She especially cares for her father and finds her mother dis

gusting and nagging.

However, Roy is on the outside of everyone r s world.

She tries so hard to be tough and even hard in order not to be hurt by
anyone.

While she is married to Peter, she pretends that if ever either

one tires of the other, he is free to go.

She senses that Peter is un

happy and tries to find out what is wrong, knowing all the while that
the fear of losing him exists:
I love him too much�

"It's nothing but • • • but • • • oh,

Anything too much is always a pain.

dered through her, while she struggled against it.
ever say what they mean?" (p. 111).

A sob shud

But why can r t people

Of course, the reader learns that

Stanley is luring Peter away from Roy.

When Stanley cries out that she
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can't bear it, the pain and hurt, she is referring to herself, her own
suffering.

However, when Roy makes this exclamation, she is concerned

for her father who sits before her, threading a needle to replace a
button:
Roy stared at him in silent astonishment. Then, after a
minute, she burst into the first tears she had shed since his
return. Falling on her knees beside him, she hid her face in
his coat and sobbed hysterically: "I can't bear anything more.
Oh, Daddy, this is simply too much�" (p. 302)
At the end Roy feels betrayed and unable to care any more:
burned, but they were empty of tears" (p. 432).

"Her eyes

However, it is Roy r s

cry and realization that there must be more to life than mere pleasure
and selfishness.

After leaving home to spend the night with a total

stranger, she comes home to pack and be with her father.
to him:

"'Oh, but, Daddy, I want something to hold by�

good�"' (p. 466).

She cries out
I want something

Of course, Asa willingly helps her and reassures her

that he will always be there.

She says that he is good and holds on.

Asa is the only real, honest, and good person that Roy can count on.

As

Blair Rouse concludes in his essay, "Asa Timberlake is a very special
kind of civilized man:

quiet, compassionate, enduring humiliation, not

despising sham, gentle, pitying the suffering of others, defying his
family and all public opinion in Queenborough in seeking justice for
Parry

1112

T he reader would like to think that Roy will be like

Asa.
The three young men, Peter, Craig, and Andrew, are minor in some
respects, yet do reflect concepts about society.

Peter, according to

Asa, was rra picture of vital energy, with his healthy skin • • • reddish
hair

....

• • He's good-looking, but there can be too much of a good
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thing" (p. 57).

This, of course, is exactly how Peter turns out,

handsome but shallow.

He is a skillful surgeon, but he cannot meet

Stanley's demands for wealth and luxuries.
suicide.

As a result, he connnits

Though Craig drags his leg, he is a pleasant young man;

however, he is weak and does not value the older generations.

During

a discussion with Asa he replies that "'The whole trouble with your
generation • • • is that you depended too much on the past.
history proved something'" (p. 207).

You imagined

He is terribly hurt when Stanley

drops him for Peter, so he turns to Roy.

This relationship does not work

out either, for Craig like all the others is swept up by Stanley's beauty
and innocence.

Once Roy realizes that Craig does not really love her,

she confronts him.

He in turn admits the truth:

"'I know it sounds

sentimental • • • but it's more as if pity had turned into a--into a
kind of p assion • • • '" (p. 430).

It is for this very reason that Asa

cannot count on Craig to help free Parry:
through such an ordeal.

Craig cannot put Stanley

Finally, Asa's son Andrew hovers in the back

ground, mentioned from time to time.

Asa saw Andrew and his wife Maggie

as "the happiest pair • • • that he had ever known" (p. 58).

However,

he sees his son as someone who will never challenge life:
Yet he never looked at Andrew, whom he regarded indulgently
as perfection of the corrnnonplace, without wondering whether his
son also harbored a second self, repressed but rebellious,
beneath his ordinary exterior • • • • When one observed him
he was designed for contentment in any average scheme of things
in general. (pp. 58-9)
These young men along with Roy and Stanley represent the young people
and the future.

Glasgow fears that all this great potential and beauty

are to be wasted and can even be destructive.

All but Roy are weak
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and unable to face life's challenges.

In a letter to Bessie A. Jones

(June, 1942), Glasgow expresses her concern about Hollywood's misin
terpretation of the novel; she reminds her friend that the major theme
is "the conflict of beings with human nature.1113

These young people help

to accomplish
this idea.
,.
A final character who aids in showing the destructive elements in
modern society and in showing how casual our relationships have become
is the stranger that Roy meets in a park.

He offers to take her to an

apartment where they spend the evening together.

Once inside where the

light can reveal her companion she makes a startling discoverty:

"Then

he jerked off his hat and she saw, when he turned toward her in the light,
that all the left side of his face was made horrible by a grotesque
purple scar" (p. 451).

Till this moment he had worn a hat in order to

hide his real appearance.

He is certainly not that attractive and has

always had to pay women if he wanted any favors.

According to Philip

Thomson's definition, he is grotesque because of the physical abnormality.
He had received the scar as the result of a train wreck in France.
identifies with this stranger since he too is an outsider.

Roy

The danger

is that she feels nothing for anyone but herself, and what she feels is
pity.

Throughout the evening they talk about their feelings of rejection.

Eventually the stranger approaches her and at first she is repulsed by
him.

Once she touches him however, her bitterness and anger subside

for the moment.

She forgets herself and offers him "love":

love more than I need love.

"He.needs

It would be charity to give him love; but

I can.feel for him only pity and aversion.

Even so, I can be gentle to

this stranger, because I could never, not in a thousand years, come to.
love him • • • " (p. 458).

L

Roy's love is only sexual here; thus it is not
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real and not long-lasting.

It seems cheapened in spite of the fact that
This is really a grotesque version of

she is "gentle" to this man.

physical love and passion and of real love that should exist between man
and woman.
Who then in this novel other than Asa is real and can offer some
thing good and positive about society?
mother and father.

Much is said in this novel about this couple and of

the black race in general.
and positive.

The only family is Parry's

Glasgow once again sees them as being good

However, with Parry and his new generation of blacks, this

image may be changing.

Glasgow devotes at least two of the chapters in

the novel to Parry's mother Minerva, allowing us to see the world through
her eyes.

In addition, many connnents are made about blacks by Asa, who

recognizes them as wise and knowledgeable concerning the affairs of the
white people:
But it is queer • • • how little we actually know of the Negro
race. Our servants know all about us, while we know nothing
of them. They are bound up in our daily lives; they are present
in every intimate crisis; they are aware of, or suspect, our
secret motives. Yet we are complete strangers to the way
they live, to what they.really think or feel about us, or about
anything else. (p. 27)
The idea of the Negro knowing more than the white knows is once again
emphasized here as with Fluvanna in Barren Ground, Aunt Betsey in The
Sheltered Life, and Aunt Abigail Geddy in� of Iron.

There is some

thing special about the black person, and we see this idea reflected in
Asa's description of Minerva:
He was at ease, too, though less completely, with • • • Minerva,
a tall, still handsome octoroon, with a pale yellow skin and
the noble bearing of women who, in youth, have carried baskets
on upright heads • • • • For Minerva herself, who had improved
her stinted lot in life through industry alone, Asa had always
felt more respect than affection. (pp. 27-8)
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Asa identifies with the older Negroes and has always been able to talk
with the "old-fashioned illiterate Negro."

Asa can understand their

position in some respects for he, too, has a limited education and has
been denied certain rights by Lavinia and Uncle William.
Minerva is the mother of "good children" and the wife of a "good
She and her husband Abel support their son Parry

husband," Asa says.

and are excited about the prospects of his wanting to be a lawyer.

They

have faith in Craig Fleming, although he proves false later in the
novel.

Minerva makes comments about her knowledge of the white man's

world.

First, she says that they have never learned to "have fun."

reasons are rather bold, but they are true;
that was the trouble.

Her

"White folks wanted too much,

They went to so much bother to have pleasure that

they were worn out before they began to enjoy it." Yet she fears that
"today's Negro" has forgotten how to have fun, that he too wants too
much:

"Colored children were asking for silk stockings, the same as

the quality" (p. 75).
he leaves tpe jail.
grandparents.

This same idea is reflected in Parry r s face once

He is no longer an image of the old Negro, his

He looks defeated and does not know how to cope with the

problems of modern society.
illusion�

He encounters a harsh world:

"A single lost

A solitary error of justice in a world where justice is even

rarer than mercy�

How could an incident like that, barely twenty-four

hours in jail, have completely knocked the spirit out of a boy who was
so nearly white?" (p o 464).

As Blair Rouse stresses, Parry's "ambitions

to raise himself may never overcome the experience of being once more
reminded that he is a Negro.1114
It is unfortunate that the ent ire world cannot be as Minerva perceives
ito

She has faith and a positive outlook on life:

"It's a fine morning,
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praise the Lord, and a good world, sang Minerva's heart" (p. 315).

Glasgow

cleverly connnents again, through Minerva, on the "dirt" that exists in
this world, which itself is a reflection of modern society.
her ironing, she thinks:

While doing

"Spring cleaning was over and done with (she

could never see how some colored folks, and some white, too, got along
with dirt everywhere, and even, she had heard tell, with bed-bugs, in
the ticking)" (p. 317).

She, like Asa, somehow feels the new generation

of both blacks and whites is losing its grip on what is good and right.
When considering her own son, she fears that he will be different even
though she takes great pride in his achievements:

"Parry was all set

toward the new ways and the new notions" (p. 320)"
taking place among the younger generation.

A change is definitely

I feel Ellen Glasgow fears

that overall many will not be able to handle it.

She does, however, leave

the reader with an element of hope as Roy and her father Asa cling to each
other and declare that they will find a better life.
situation, he makes a final decision:

As Asa ponders his

"Sitting there, at the kitchen

table, Asa told himself that the moment for which he waited was at hand 0
If Roy made a new place for herself, and Lavinia no longer required him,
he might at last begin to live what he called, in his thoughts, a life
that was real" (p. 465).
real at all.

Once again what appears real in the novel is not

So much of life is false and full of pretense, and Ellen

Glasgow reveals the tragedy and pain of such a life.
As in her other novels--Barren Ground, The Sheltered Life, and Vein
of Iron--Ellen Glasgow uses the outcasts of society to convey an important
message about modern society.

T he blacks are used to reveal just how dis

torted the "white" world really is.

As long as the blacks remain black

and "natural" as Minerva puts it, then their race will survive"

Un-
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fortunately, the modern blacks want to have a world like their white
brothers' and as a result inherit their lack of fortitude and inability
to cope with life's difficultieso

Parry, then, is a grotesque version

of the black man who becomes "white."

Frequently throughout the novel,

Parry is described as appearing very white in color, making it difficult
to determine if he is really a Negro o

On one occasion Parry goes to see

William Fitzroy, hoping he can convince the old gentleman to assist him
financially.
pearance:

Aunt Charlotte, however, reflects on Parry's physical ap

"But was the boy really a Negro? she asked, startled, while

her trained perceptions skimmed lightly over ethnological problems.

Parry's

father looked as white as William, or more so, because ill health had

darkened William's skin . • • " ( p

0

122) 0

Very early in the novel Asa

ties the entire concept together as he states, " [Parry] was a delicate
looking boy, very light in color, with a straight, slim figure, and
an intelligent but moody expression.

Unlike the greater part of the

Negroes (if, indeed, he could be c alled a Negro) in Queenborough,

he was

discontented with his lot, and was trying desperately to pick up an edu
cation and rise in the worldrr (p. 26).

I don't feel Glasgow is condemning

the Negro for wanting to improve and better himself, but I do feel she
thinks he should not deny his race and his people.
must exist in order to survive.

Pride and fortitude

Parry is weak, and his weakness makes

him more like Stanley than Minerva.
In This Our Life contains many grotesque characters:

Lavinia, Stanley,

Uncle William, the scarred-faced stranger, Peter, and even Parry to some
extent.

Most of these characters are either emotionally or physically

ill if one considers their personalities and characteristics.
Uncle William discovers later in the novel that he has cancer.

For example,
Lavinia
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is obese and has a heart condition that makes her an invalid.
not a very positive image for modern, civilized society.
explains,".

o

•

0

0

As Blair Rouse

this odor of decay and dissolution is more than physical;

for Ellen Glasgow suggests a sick society through Lavinia
William "

This is

and through [stanley ]. 11 15

o

"

•

Old

l

Chapter Six:

The Conclusion

Ellen Glasgow has created four major works--Barren
Ground
The
=' --'--- ---"-..;;_:;;
Sheltered Life, Vein of Iron, and In_ This Our Life--that startingly
challenge the reader to think about modern society.

All of these novels

deal with people who represent all levels of society and who carry out
ordinary daily routines.

However, it is through the subtle use of the

grotesque, that Glasgow reveals the flaws of society"

She writes about

the outcasts of society in such a way as to make several of them appear
far more normal and civilized than those who supposedly represent the
norm of society 0
and pains.

Others, however, serve as reminders of life's realities

Many of these characters are what Philip Thomson considers

the physically abnormal.

John Abner in Barren Ground, Aunt Etta in The

Sheltered Life, Toby Waters in Vein of Iron, and the scar-faced stranger
in In This Our Life become extreme contrasts, revealing much about the
civilized world.

While these characters are not bizarre, they are gro

tesque because of their physical flaws.

In addition, Glasgow deals with

the grotesque according to Appel's definition by using "heightened realism,"
expanded caricature, nonhuman character images, and dream-like scenes and
incidents.
As machines became more prevalent by the turn of the century, it seems
man identified, and still does, more and more with them, as he loses
touch with his fellow man"
love"

He becomes remote because of the rejection of

Glasgow vividly shows the tragedy of not loving in her creation of

Dorinda Oakley in Barren Groundo

Yes, one can survive without "loving"
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another being openly and willingly, but is one fully human when not
loving?

Dorinda finds the rejection of love too painful so she lives

without it.

To live without love is really to become nonhuman even if

one has all the fortitude and endurance in the world.

Being a "robot" is

not an answer to man's modern world and the "pains" of civilization.
Dorinda fears that love will make her weak and flawed like those around
her.

Her love is misplaced and distorted through her relationship with

John Abner, whose clubfoot Dorinda cannot ignore.

Dorinda rej.ects real

love and as a result becomes less than human.
To pretend that no harm can come about because of a person's actions
is not the solution either.

When a person as influential and capable as

General Archbald, the protagonist of The Sheltered Life, ignores and over
looks potential danger, only traged y and destruction can result.

As the

reader learns, such attitudes are passed on to future generations, as
in the case of Jenny Blair.

False realities, "dreams," idols, and the

past do not excuse the cruelties and unjust behavior of individuals.
Jenny Blair teases and arouses George Birdsong for purely selfish reasons,
knowing he is a dear friend's husband.
hurt Eva Birdsong.

She refuses to believe she can

There is a lack of true human love and concern.

These

people are weak and unable to deal with the "realities" of civilization,
symbolized in part by the character Etta Archbald.
As man moves farther along into the twentieth century, he seems
determined to become even more destructive and self-centered.

This idea

hovers in the background in Vein of Iron as characters like Janet Rowan,
Minna Bergen, and even Ralph at times become disillusioned and selfish.
On a larger scale the Great Depression, welfare programs, and world wars
take away man's identity and reduce him to a number, a name on a computer
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Only those (Ada and John Fincastle) who are strong and who will

card.

not giv� up their hope and faith in each other will ever survive.

Ada

Fincastle is really an extension of Dorinda, who only possesses the
fortitude without the realization and acceptance of pain and fear.
In In This Our Life Glasgow does an excellent job of preparing us
for what exists now, some forty years later.

Her subtle use of the gro

tesque becomes even stronger in this final novel of fast-living, self
centered individuals.

Stanley, who becomes a carbon copy of her mother,

cares for absolutely no one but herself.

She firmly believes that she

has every right to be happy regardless of whom she hurts.

Asa and Roy,

however, struggle to see that good exists and that people are treated
fairly.

Uncle William's power and influence prove destructive, espe

cially for Parry.

It is quite a challenge for Glasgow, then, to create

art as she criticizes modern society.
According to Alfred Appel <t the grotesque is t he m o d e r n ap proach:

"Although it has flourished in other ages, the grotesque is most

compatible with the modern sensibility; perhap s the grotesque vision is
the modern world view.111

I feel that Glasgow saw this and was able to

point out artisically that modern man distorts his world and only thinks
he is civilized.

She did not feel the need, however, to carry this

idea to the extreme

and through such literary techniques as many of

her contemporaries were doing.

In a letter to Frank Morley in 1943 she

expresses her views about the type of writing being done at that time:
"At the moment, I must confess, any serious writing appears to be
wasted • • • • If I could feel that the fashion helped our side in the
war, it would be easy to endure the contemporary cult of rawness, and
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even the fascination of the repulsive, which is so much harder to under
stand than the fascination of sheer horror or of attractive innnorality.112
It is with her outcasts and flawed characters--Fluvanna, Memoria, Toby
Waters, John Abner, Minna Bergen, and all the others--that Glasgow allows
the reader to perceive modern man's civilization.
make the most realistic world.

Of these the blacks

As Nancy Tischler points out, especially

in reference to the Negro characters, "Whether symbolically or literally
interpreted, the Negro is an invaluable character in the Southern novel
o

o

o

o

At a time of enormously complex reasoning and perversely con

trived motivation, he can suggest a simple humane society."3
According to C. Hugh Holman in his book Three Modes of Modern
Southern Fiction, Ellen Glasgow saw "a world whose traditions seemed
to her to have survived as empty forms long after the demise of the
moral convictions and the ethical system which originally had called
them forth.114

While it is true that Glasgow does deal with traditions

and does question

why man continues to commit various acts simply because

man always has, she gently introduces the reader to the grotesque which
becomes so extreme and prevalent in the works of those writers who come
after her, especially Faulkner, Capote, and Caldwell.

Perhaps more

readers should consider Glasgow a true artist of her time, for she
possessed both insight and talent.
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